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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

';.. 

The detection of gravitational waves， which is also one of the remained subjects of Ein-
r stein's the町 ofgeneral凶抗ivitywhich must be verifi.ed [1， 2， 3， 4， 5]， is one of exciting 

fi.elds in physics. Gravitational waves have never been detected directly. However the anal-
ysis of experi~ental data obtained from the observations of binary systems， in particular 
bin町 pulsarssuch部 PSR1913+ 16 discovered by R.A. Hul印刷 J.H.Taylor [7]， gives 
a strong evidence that these systems loose energy through gravitational radiation (J .H. 
Taylor組 dJ.M. Weiぬerg[6]). A direct observation of gravit抑制 waveswill br凶作

various astronomical and as七rophysicalinformation about sources of gravitational waves; 
supernovas， coalescing compact binary systems， pulsars and the stochastic background of 
gravitational waves， which紅 enot observable with electromagnetic radiatoin， and also .open 
a new window to understand the universe through gravity. 

In general relativity gravitational waves cause a quadrupole strain，“h"， in spacet泊le.
Gravitational wave detectors have been designed to utilizeぬischaracteristic of gravita-
tional waves. The main techniques in order to search gravitational waves， which have been 
developed until now and will be used in the future， are resonant m部 sdetectors and laser 
m胞rferometers.

The laser interferometer has a wide frequency range from tens of Hz to 1 kHz. Several 
l釘 ge-scaleinterferometer projecもshave been started throughout the world in the hope of 
establishing "gravitational錨 tronomy"based on the inもernationalnetwork of broad-band 
gravitational wave detectors in the 21th century [8， 9， 10， 11]. 

On the other hand， the resonant m出 sdetector， whose development is the theme ofもhis
thesis， is smaller and simpler th叩 large-scalelaser interferometers. Since J. Weber [12) 
began泊 1960s，many泊stituteshave promoted the development of resonant m部 sdetectors 
and町 eobserving gravitational waves. 
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The resonant m部 sdetector consists of an resonant m回 santenna and a transducer. The 
antenna is a simple object and consists of an elastic body. During the p出 sageof gravita-
tional waves the antenna resonance gets excited. The resonant m部 santenna changes the 
tidal force of gravitational waves into iもsmechanical vibraもion.

The 紅白lsduceris a device which picks up the antenna's vibrational motions and amplifies 
them as electric signals. It is required to detect組 extremelysmall change of ampitudes of 
the antenna厄vibrationalmotions caused by passing gravitational waves. The development 
of transducers is therefore a very important task of resonant gravitational wave detector 
groups. 

L 

Since the strain amplitude of grav抗ationalwaves is very small， gravita七ionalwave de-
tectors require special 町 rangements.The noise of gravitational wave detectors crucially 
determines the detection performance. In c部 eof resonant mass detectors the fundamental 
noise can be classified into two categories， the thermal noise of the antenna and the noise 
of the transducer which induces a back actionもothe antenna. J. Weber [12] achieved 
the strain sensitivity h f'，J 10-15 • His detector consisted of a cylindrical antenna， called a 
“Weber b町"or a“bar antenna" ever since， and a piezo-electric transducer. 

Various types of transducers have been considered ever since: many resonant mぉsde-
tectors have been developed and are operating now; EXPLORER of the Rome group 
[1司， NAUTILUS at the Frascati INFN Laboratories [14] and AURIGA at the INFN Leg-
naro Laboratories [15] use a capacitive transducer. ALLEGRO of Louisiana State Univer-
sity(LSU) [16] and the detector of Stanford University [川 employaninductive transducer， 
and the detector of Unive凶 yofWesもernAust叫 ia(UWA)[18] is with a RF cavity. These 
detectors are cooled down to liquid helium temperature to decrease也ethermal noise of 
the antenna and work出 cryogenicdetecdtors. NAUTILUS叩 dAURIGA are operating 
at temperature below 100 mK， and attainもhesensitivity to the order of 10-19 in terms of 
the strain sensitivity of graviもationalwaves. 

The present sensitivities of resonant m部 sdetectors are limi旬dby noise from the tr叩 s-

ducer to monitor the vibrational motion of an atenna. In order to overcome this difficulty 
and realize the low noise transducer， several types of highly sensitive transducers have 
been developed and used in cryogenic detectors. Most typical ones developed so far are of 
the multi-mode type， which have twかresonantm鎚 sesand modes incorporated with low 
temperature devices such as a SQUID or a superconducting microwave cavity， in order to 
gain a large displacement amplitude and a wide sensitive bandwidth (see， e.g.， Ref. [19]). 
Alもhoughthe resonant bandwidth of the antenna itself is very narrow， the bandwidth wi古h
a fiat and high signal-to-noise ratio c組 bemade wide if出edisplacement noise and back 
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action force on the antenna of the transducer are made su但cientlysmall. 

In order to pursue the new possibility of the resona瓜 m邸 sdetector， an optical transducer， 
i.e.， a laser transducer， which applies the laser interferometer technique to the trasducer， 
is proposed by J.P. Richard of Maryland University [20]. Since a simple Fabry-Perot op-
tical resonator， i.e.， a Fabry-Perot cavity， with a high finesse gives the small change of its 
bs悦司linewith a high gain， the Fabry-Perot cavity attached to the resonant m出 santenna 
works出 atransducer. Moreover， since the noise of the Fabry-Perot cavity can be reduced 
in principleもothe shot noise level and the laser light出 apumping source c組 decrease
a back action to the antenna smaller th組 othertypes of transducer， the 1回 ertransducer 
h出 apotential realizing a sensitive wideband tr回同ucer. 日 is also a simpler rellfl-out 
instrument than multi-mode resonant transducers. 

炉問ch釘 d'sgroup is developing a reson叩 ttransducer equipped with an 0μical res∞ator 
consisted of Fabry-Perot cavity and a low power laser for the purpose of installing in a 
cryogenic bar antenna， and reported the investigation of the high finnese cavity at low 
temperature and noise measurements， a back actionι同組 electricnoise [21， 22] and test 
the performance of the resonant transducer at room tempera七ure[23]. Its displacement 
sensitivity w部1.0X 10-15 m/ JHZ. 

In this thesis 1 report on the development of the resonant m邸 sdetector equiped with 
the Fabry-Perot laser transducer at ICRR， University of Tokyo and estimate the perfor回

mance of the whole system. 1 attempt to make clear remaining technical problems to 
achieve也ehigher sensitivity of the 1出 ertransducer and develop techniques for roomもem-
perature long-term operation in the future when the sensitivity achieves the level as those 
of cryogenic detectors. 

1 begin by summerizing briefly the necessary physical background about gravitational 
waves and a general view of gravitational wave detectors in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 reviews 
the resonant m回 sdetectors: the current detectors， the transducers and the noise of the de-
tectors. Chapter 4 and 5 present a mathematical description of the resonant m錨 santenna 
of ICRR and the principle of the laser transducer， respectively. The optical， mechanical， 
and servo control design of the laser transducer町 edetailed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 dis-
cusses experimental data of the 1回 ertransducer. In Chapter 8，もheconclusion，I summarize 
the results of the development of the 1回 ertransducer and the resonant m出 sdetector of 
ICRR， "and discuss the technical problems and the prospect of further improvements. 
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Chapter 2 

Gravitational Waves 

~ .. 

2.1 Gravitational Waves in General Relativity 

Einstein's general relativity explains the relation between gravity and the curvature of 
space七imewhich is produced by ma民 i.e.，expresses吐legeometry of spacetime [1， 2， 3， 4， 5]. 
Theもheorypredicts that accelerated mo七ionsof massive objects such儲 asupernova and 
the coalescence of a binary sy凶emc姐 produceripples in the spacetime curvature， known 
部 gravitationalwaves which propagates in宣atspacetime at the speed of light. 

The metric tensor contains all of the information about spacetime curvature. The metirc 
tensor gJ.lII that contain perturbations from the metric tensor 'fJ/J1I of Minkowski spacet加le
( i. e.， flat spacetime) is written 

gμ1/-ημν +hμ11， (2.1) 

where hp.1/ is the extremely small perturbation due to spacetime disturbance. For this 
metric tensor the Einstein field equation in vacuum can be linearized by assuming suitable 
gauge transformations: 

(V2一議)hμν=。 (2.2) 

Eq.(2.2) is a wave equation， which indicates th叫 theperturbation in Minkowski spacetime 
propagates at the speed of light; i七iscalled a gravitational wave. 

For simplicity， consider plane waves with wavenumber k' propagating in the x3， i. e.， Z， 
direction. By imposing the Transverse Traceless g叩 ge(T-T gauge): 

令

h~l/，a = 0， hμo = 0， hkj，j = 0， hkk = 0， (2.3) 
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F恥 Figure 2.1: Illustration of two polarizations of a gravitational wave 

one can obtain hμv， 

o h+ 
ーhム-。o 仰 [ik(-ct + z)] hw--ofbx (2.4) 

。。 。。
This indicates that gravitational waves are transverse waves and have two polarization 

states: the + mode and the x mode are shown in Fig. 2.1: 
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(2.5) 

F 

The quadrupole radiation is the dominant radiation in gravitational waves， because con-
servation of ener回rand momentum suppress monopole and dipole radiation. 

The strain amplitude of the gravitatinal wave， h， which is estimated by the quadrupole 
monment of the source， Q， is 

2GQ 
(2.6) 

c4 r' 

where G is Newton's gravitational constatnt and r is a distance from a source. Assuming 

that the mぉsof the gravitational wave source is M and its velocity is v， then Eq.(2.6) 
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h rv Cτ.一一T一， (2.7) 

G Ekinetic 
(2.8) r、J C 4 

T 

where the kinetic energy Ekinetic is the non-spherical component of the source's motions. 
Eq.(2.8) can be simplified to 

~パ長)(半)(~) 2， (2.9) 

where M① is the solar mass and 10 kpc is a typical distance of a source from the earth 
in our galaxy. These estimates show that in order to detect gravitational waves， we must 
construct a detector sensitive to a strain amplitude levellO-17 rv 10-18 or better. 

2.2 Sources of Gravitational Waves 

Non-spherically symmetric acceleration of mass generates gravitational waves. Since the 
time dependence of the quadrupole moment is the main term， a binary system will certainly 
radiate. While a perfectly symmetrical collapse of a supernova will not produce gravita-
tional waves， a non-spherically symmetric one will. Various kinds of sources are expected; 
supernovas， coalescing binary systems， pulsars and stochastic backgrounds. Gravitational 
waves due to the coalescence of neutron st紅 binariescould be observed by sensitive detec-

tors during the final stages of coalescence. Such waves and those due to supernovas are the 

main targets for the gravitational wave detection effort. The expected strain amplitude 

and frequency of the above sources are shown in Table 2.1. There is a good review of 
sources by K. Thorne [4]. 
1 present typical sources (supernovas and coalescing binary systems) that current astro-

physical theory predicts. 

2.2.1 Supernova Explosions 

Eq.(2.9) indicates that powerful gravitational waves should be received in the following 

situation: a star is massive， it explodes asymmetrically with a typical velocity v rv c， and 
its distance from the earth， r， is small. A supernova explosion in our galaxy is one such 
phenomenon. Supernova explosion is a violent gravitational collapse during the final stage 

in the life of a m伍弓ivest町 (M三10M.①)， which throws off its outer layer dramatically， 
while the remaining mass forms a neutron st紅 atthe center. However，街 mentionedabove， 
since a spherically symmetric collapse process never produces a gravitational wave， the star 
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Sources I Frequency I Amplitude I Event rate I Detection 
Coalescing binary 10Hz In terferometer 

neutron stars r、J 10-22 rv 3 / year and 
(rv 200Mpc) 1kHz template 

Supernovas rv3 In terferometer 
(in our galaxy) rv 1kHz 10-18 / century resonant detector 

Supernovas several 
(in Virgo cluster) rv 1kHz 10-21 / year In terferometer 

Black hole 1 In terferometer 

formations rv 1mHz 10-17 / year m space 

10Hz In terferomater 
Pulsars rv 1kHz 10-25 Periodic resonant detector 

Cosmic strings 10一7Hz 10-15 Stoch部 tic Pulsar timing 

Table 2.1: Sources of gravitational waves 

should have rotational angular momentum， which will drive a non-spherically symmetric 
collapse. If the angul紅 momentumof a star close to collapse could be observed， one could 
estimate the expected strain amplitude. Unfortunately， we don't have a method to observe 
it directly， and furthermore， observations of the rotational periods of neutron stars， from 
which can be derived the angular momentum before the explosions， suggest that the process 
of gravitational collapse is typically almost spherically symmetric. 

A numerical' simulation assuming a particular angular momentum gives an estimate of 

the strain amplitude ofaxially symmetric supernova explosions [24]. The energy radiated 
as gravitational waves is found to be 

ムEGW~ 10一7M①c2. (2.10) 

炉 FromEq.(2.9)， at the average distance of supernovas (rv 20 Mpc) this energy corresponds 
to 

h5510-23' 、、，
a

，J
4
1ム

唱

g-会

-
nノ臼

/
'
t

、
which is too small to be detected. This is because the axial symmetry suppresses the 
quadrupole moment. Moreover a latest theoretical work reports that gravitational radia-
tions from supernova explosions carry frequency components around 100 Hz mainly， and 
components near 1 kHz are small amplitudes. This make resonant detectors under great 
disadVantages because resonant frequencies of most detectors紅 ein the frequency region 
from about 800 Hz to 2 or 3 kHz. 
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Considering an extremely optimistic c部 e，however， the angular momentum is much 

larger， the collapse causes larg白紙ialasymmetry， and the core could form a mぉsivedisk 

that fragments泊tomany small objects， powerful gravitational waves accounting for出

much as 1 % of the total rele出 edenergy could be radiated. The energy of gravitational 
waves IS 

ムEGW< 1O-2M①c2， 

and this ener白Tproduces a strain amplitude 

h<10-21， 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

which is within the sensitivity of large scale interferometers， and supernova explosions in our 
galaxy， r '" 10 kpc， might be detectable sources， h $ 10-18 for resonant m鎚 sgravitational 
wave detectors. It is considered that supernova explosins would radiate burst waves which 
have wide-band frequency componen句 ina short time interval. Resonant mass detectors are 
made to五tthose resonances to ne紅 thefrequency of burst waves， whose energy is largest 何
As mentioned above， however， mainly carried frequency components from supernovas are 
near 100 Hz， resonant mぉsdetectors whose sensitivity are limited at the order of the 
10-19， and which are designed to catch higher frequencies near 1 kHz， could not detect 
burst waves even if their sources are in our Galaxy. 

2.2.2 Coalescing Binary Systems 

1n our universe a lot of binary systems with one compact star (a white dwarf， a neutron 
st紅 ora black hole) exis， because almost stars紅 epart of binaryt systems. Although such 
binary systems can radiate gravitational waves， they are very weak and their frequencies 
are very low， equal to twice the orbital frequency ('" 10-4 Hz). Moreover they紅 eunlikely 
to coalesce due to the energy loss of gravitational radiation within the age of our universe. 
On the other hand， a few binary systems will evolve to have two compact stars which are 

neutron-neutron， neutron-black hole， and black hole-black hole. The neutron star-neutron 
star system PSR 1913+16 (5 kpc from the Earth) radiates currently gravitational waves 

with only the strain amplitude h '" 10-23 on the Earth， but its two neutron蜘 swill 内
coalesce 3 X 108 years from now because of gravitational radiation， and then it radiates at 
a detectable magnitude (h '" 5 X 10-18). PSR 2127+11C and PSR 1534+12 are the s翻 e
type of system部 PSR1913+16 in our galaxy， and will coalesce within 2 x 108 years and 
3 X 109 years， respectively: the neutron star-neutron star merger rate was extracted by 
E.S. Phinney [29]， 10-6 yc1. 

Gravitational wave forms radiated from binary neutron stars have been calculated [25， 
26， 27]， and these detailed simulations show that chirp， i.e.， a 100 Hz '" 1 kHz quasi-
sinusoidal wave， is radiated during the last stage of the coalescence. The strain amplitude 
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and the rate of change of frequency are 

h=lぺ詑)言 (~0)(訪れ呼笠)， (2.14) 

and 

f= ベ琵)言 (~0)(お)"3 [Hzjs]， (2.15) 

where MT is the total m槌 sof a binary，μis the red uced mass and f is the inst組 taneous
企equencyof the gravitational wave. 

The expected event rate of coalescences within 200 Mpc is estimated to be about 3 per 
ye紅 [28，29]. In practice， there紅 emany uncertain factors in the estimation of the event 
rate. In particular the estimation depends on the existence of only 3 neutron star binaries 
in our galaxy. However， in spite of the uncertainty of the event rate， since the strain 
amplitude is confidently expected to be h rv 10-21， the coalescence of neutron star binaries 
should present detectable targets for gravitaional wave detections. Unfortunately， resonant 
m錨 sdetectors釘 enot available to detect the chirp waves from coalescing binary systems. 
Because it is very di伍cultto achieve the sensitivity h rv 10-21 and they are sensitive only 
at their resonant frequency and can not follow the gravitational wave from the coalescenc 
of neutron star binary systems， whose frequency evolves until the time of coalescence. 

2.3 Principles of Detection 

Gravitational waves in flat spacetime can be detected by measuring the small cha且ge(1'-of 
the distance between two test masses in free fall. 
The geodesic deviation law gives 

d2(μ 空 r.lJ. u 

dr2 = -C-JL'ovOXo， (2.16) 

where Rμωis the Riemann tensor， Xo is the initial distance between the m出 sesand (o is 
quite smaller th組 xt;.In the approximation that the velocity of the test mass is smaller 
than C and (0 = 0，ふ isgiven by 

ふさi会h〆 (2.17) 

Considering a gravitaional wave propagating along z-axis with polarization h+ and hx， 
putting one test mass at the origin of the system and the other at the position (x， y). 
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I ~roject Il~m~1 Ar~length Site (Country) 

LIGO 4km&2km Hanford (WA) (U.S.A.) 
4km Livingston (LA) (U.S.A.) 

VIRGO 3km Pisa (Italy&France) 

GE0600 600 m Hannover ( Germany &Britain) 

TAMA300 300 m Mitaka (Jap組)
AIGO 1 km ?? (Australia) 

Table 2.2: Interferometric gravitational wave detectors: List of long-base line projects 

Eq.(2.16) becomes 
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This shows that the effect of gravitational waves cannot be observed with a single test 
mass. To detect the effect of gravitational waves， we should measure the relative displace-
ment between two test masses in free fall or“tidal" force on material; gravitational waves 
a瓜 onthe m部 sm like an external force m(J.L = (m/2) 乞 hμVXV •
Free falling test m鎚 sescan be realized only in space. A spacecraft tracking姐 da space 

interferometer are gravitational wave detectors in space， have been planned and are being 
developed. The spacecraft tracking measures irregularities in the time-of-communication 
residuals of microwave signals from interplanetary probes. The space interferometer is 
a space-borne implementation of a Michelson interferometer. The LISA project of the 

Eurpean Space Agency [30] is in progress and will search for extremely low-frequency 
(mHz) gravitational waves which will never be detectable by ground-based interferometers 

because of terrestrial disturbances. 
On Earth we must support the two test m船田sagainst gravity. Ground-based gravita-

tional wave detectors can be classified into two categories， the laser interferometers and 
the resonant mass detectors. 
The laser interferometers have mirrors suspended槌 pendulumsfor the test masses， 

which are independent each other， and are designed to detect diffrential motions caused 
by gravitational waves between each arm. The seeds of the idea of the interferometers 
C組 befound in early papers by Pirani [31]， and Gertsenshtein and Pustovoit [32]. It 
was realized in the early 1970s that the interferometers might have a better chance of 
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detecting gravitational waves， after which various people especially Weiss [33] and Moss 
[34] promoted the development of a practical interferometer. Since then， much research， for 
example [35， 36]， has established the feasibility ofthe Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer， 
and large scale version projects紅 ein progress in many countries. Table 2.2 shows current 
interferometer projects. 
The resonant m部 sdetectors have the elastically linked two test m出 sesand catch tidal 

forces produced by gravitatinal waves. We will discuss in details the resonant m部 sdetectors 
in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

Resonant Mass Detectors 

The history of attempts to detect gravitational waves began in the 1960s with the famous 
experiments of J. Weber [12]. Weber's gravitational wave detector consisted of a resonant 
m加 santenna called a“Weber bar" and a piezo-electric transducer. 
Since Weber's pioneering work， continuous studies over 30 years have borne mally de-

tectors which attaills the sellsitivity， the order below 10-18. These detectors could detect 
a supernova explosion in our galaxy. However the order of 10-18 is extracted when sources 
are optimistic ones. Whell a supernova explosioll is all axially symmetric one， the sensitiv-
ity must be less th姐 10-20from Eq.(2.11) even ifthe source is ill our Galaxy. No cryogellic 
detector achieves the sensitivity < 10-20 • Thecllical problems to attain this level are very 
di血cult.Morover there is a theoretical wrok indicating that the resonant frequency of the 
antenna is too high to catch burst waves from supernova explosions and maill frequences 
of burst waves are from 100 Hz to 200 Hz. In this cぉ e，presellt reSOllant mass detectors 
could not detect gravitational waves at all. Many research are needed. 
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Antenna Transducer I_SensitivitrJ 
CERN A15056， 2.3 t， 2.6 K Capacitive+dc SQUID 7 X 10-19 

Frascati A15056， 2.3 t， 0.1 K Capacitive+dc SQUID 2 X 10-19 I 

LSU A15056， 2.3 t， 4.2 K Inductive+dc SQUID 6 X 10-19 I 

Stanford U. A16061， 4.8 t， 4.2 K Inductive+dc SQUID 6 X 10-19 

UWA Niobium， 1.5 t， 5.7 K RF Cavity 7 X 10-19 

KEK(Japan) A15056， 1.2 t， 4.2 K Capacitive+ FET 4 X 10-22 

周到

Table 3.1: Current status of resonant mass detectors 

In this chapter， 1 present the principle and a detailed mathematical description of a 
resonant mass detector: an antenlla， a transducer， and the expected sensitivity. There is a 
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good review by K. Throne [4] and Table 3.1 lists present second generation resonant m剖 S

detectors. 

3.1 A Resonant Mass Antenna 

Wec組 oftentreat that a resonant m笛 S叩 tenna鎚 asystem of two or more m鎚 seslinked 
by springs， i.e.， a harmonic oscillator whose quadrupole moment is excited by the tidal 
force of a gravitational wave. 

But since an a氾tualantenna is an el槌 ticbody， it is more accurately considered to be a 
collection of a large number of harmonic oscillators with separate vibrational motion modes. 
The response of each normal mode 1 to a gravitational wave can be treated independently 
as an interaction with a simple harmonic oscillator. The vibrational motion on resonance 
is amplified by the quality factor of the mode， Q. If the Q is high， a vibration caused by a 

passing gravitational wave will decay slowly. Thus the resonant mass antenna uses a large 
mass with some resonant modes of high Q whose vibrational motion is monitored by a 
transducer. 

3.1.1 Di:fferent Types of Antennas 

The solid body of the antenna was traditionally a cylinder; that is why resonant mass 
detectors are usually called "bar detectors". However now other shapes are being used: a 
disk type which ICRR's gravitational wave group h出 developed，and a sphere or sphere-like 
object such as a truncated icosahedron， for example GRAIL in The Netherlands or TIGA 
at Louisiana State University [37， 38， 39]. The antenna is usually made of an aluminum 
alloy with a high mechanical quality factor and is several meters in length and several tons 
in weight. ICRR's antenna is made of an aluminum alloy 5052， and is 2 m in diameter， 
1.7 t in weight. Occasionally， other materials are used， e.g.， quartz， sapphire or niobium. 
Since the antenna shape and its material determine the frequencies of its normal modes， 
they must be chosen to make the frequencies of the normal modes which have quadrupole 
moments about 800 Hz rv 1 kHz， which is the expected frequency region of gravitational 
wave bursts. 
The first bar detectors were operated at room temperature， but the present generation 

of bars is operating below liquid-helium temperature. The next generation， which is under 
construction (NAUTILUS in Frascati [14]， AURIGA in INFN Legnaro [15])， will operate 
at a temperature around 50 mK. Operating at low temperature decreases the釘ltenna's

thermal noise， which is a very important factor to limit the sensitivity. Although these 
cryogenic detectors cannot have the same high sensitivity and wide fr刊 uencybandwidth 

10f course， there are modes not to be excited by gravitational waves， beause they do not have quadrupole 
moments. 
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as large-scale interferometers， they sustaIn stable operation at cryogenic temperature for 
more than 1 ye紅， which interferometers have not yet achieved. It is an important fact to 
stress that gravitational wave detectors are in stable long term operation. 

1n following Section 3.1.2組 d3.1.3， 1 present a breif mathematical description of equa-
tion of motion of a resonant antenna and reception of gravitational waves. There are good 
texts which teach a theory of a且tennasfor gravitational radiation [5， 40] 

3.1.2 Equation of Motion of a Resonant Mass Antenna 

Since a resonant m部 santenna consists of a solid elastic body， it obeys the equation of 
motion 

~2~ 

ρ五五-μム江一(入+μ)graddivu = 0， (3.1) 

where ρis the density of the mass，入 andμare Lame's constants， and u is the displacement 
vector [41]. If a gravitational wave hij acts on the m出 slike an external force， then the 
equation of motion of the antenna is 

d2uょ 1
ρ仏ー μムUi一(入+μ)--L=-ρhijXjδXiθXj 2'---';--j 

(3.2) 

We want to put this in terms of the normal modes of the antenna. Separarting the mode 
displacement u( t， x) into the amplitudesι(t) and the mode patterns Wn (x ) 

we obtain 

召(t，X)=乞ふ(t)仇(X)，
n 

一一・
ρω〉ni+μムωni+ (入+μ)ニニヰ=o. 

δXiθzj 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

竹

The reduced massμn of the nth normal mode is defined so that the kinetic energy T is 府内

given by the usual expression in terms of the displacement which the transducer monitors: 

T=jflZldV=j乞んと(t)

From Eqs.(3めand(3.5)， the reduced mぉ sis given by 

μn=  Jρ|仇 1
2dV，
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(3.5) 

(3.6) 



(3.7) 

where V is volume and the equation of motion is 

ρ仇 +崎山=iρhijXj

1ntegrating Eq.(3.7) multiplied by ωni on both sides， we obtain 

μふ +μω記n=~J ρhijXjWn (3.8) 

where the integral is over the entire volume of the antenna. Since the wavelengths of typical 
gravitational waves are much larger than the scale of the antenna， we c組 槌sumethat hij is 
approximately constant. Allowing for the interual friction of the elastic body， the equation 
of motion of the antenna is that of a harmonic oscillator excited by組 externalforce， and 
with a damping term， i.e.， 

(3.9) -りn
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where Wn is the resonant frequency of nth normal mode， Qn is the quality factor of the mode， 
and qnij is the quadrupole moment2， which is an important factor giving the connection 
between a gravitational wave and the antenna: 

(3.10) qnij = dWn Qij = J ρ(WniXj +叫 jXi一;6川

Gravitational Wave Energy absorbed in the Antenna 

A gravitational wave acts on a resonant m部 santenna like an external force. 1n the case 
of a burst wave， which occurs within a short period， we can approximate the effect by a 
purely impulsive force. We can also neglect the damping of the vibrational motion. From 
Eq.(3.8)， c is expected to be 

3.1.3 

(3.11) と=ヰムsmωh

The antennaゐkineticenergy is given by 

ヰ(ムsmω(t-s)Muds)2

E 

(3.12) 

2Them酪 squadrupole moment of the antenna m回 s，Qij = J p(X伊 jードijXkXk)dV.
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It is convenient to write hij 's space components in terms of two polarizations， the + mode 
and the x mode，部

hij = h+e+ + hxex， (3.13) 

where 

ベi;lj) (3.14) 

釦 d
I 0 10¥ 

eX = I 1 0 0 I (3.15) 
¥ 0 0 0 I 

In cωe of a general gravitational wave， since its polarization does not agree with that of 
the quadrupole mode of the antenna， one must evaluate degree of coupling between the 
polarization of the gravitational wave and the quadrupole mode p抗ternof the a耐 nnato 竹
calculate the energy absorbed by the antenna. 
When a gravitational wave propagating in a certain direction hits the antenna， the 

antenna is left with an absorbed energy 

1 r ( rt. 、2 ( rt.. 、21
E = 'l~.. I {qijet I h+ sinω (t-s)ds~ +~q ぷ I hx 泊ω (t-s)ds~ 1. (3.16) 32μIl '1'J~ij J-∞ J I lりりJ-∞ J I 

where et and eij are obtained by the rotation of e+ and eX for the propagating direction 
(see Fig. 3.1): 

where 

et . 
ZJ 

e~. ・.
ZJ 

R(O，<t) 

Y(O) 

Z(ゆ)

R-1(O，ゆ)eR(O，ゆ)，

Rー1(0，ゆ)eXR(O， <T)， 

Y(O)Z(ゆ)，c田 OOSM)o 1 0 1， 
-sin 0 0 cos 0 

(叫 81吋 n-smゆ cos<t 0 
o 0 1 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

The angle dependent component in Eq.(3.16) can be separated out of the integral， and 
we define the directional pattern of the antelllla on the polarizatiolls of the gravitational 

wave， fP， as 

J {f+(削)+ fX(仰)}dO = 471"， (3.22) 
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Figure 3.1: The definition of 0 and <t: the vector denotes the propagating direction of a 
gravitational wave. It is assumed that x and y direction correspond to the quadrupole + 
mode of the antenna. 

and obtain / -、2
......... 5 ( qiiefi ) 

fP(O、約=ラご ¥:JJ . 
τ，j qqij 

The pattern fP( 0，ゆ)(p = +， x) is a function which indicates degree of coupling between 
gravitational waves and the antenna. Finally， the gravitational wave energy absorbed by 
the antenna is given by 

(3.23) 

E = 1:G~Mw2AcfP(O，<Þ)FP(ν) ， 
10cJ 

(3.24) 

where M is the m部 sof the a且tenna，Ac is the effective area of the antenna， and FP(ν) is 
the energy spectrum of the gravitational wave per unit area: 

M = Jp例 dz， (3.25) 

2 '2:ii (qij)2 A ーり (3.26) G 一 Mμ 

FP(ν) =;三|にhpeiwtdtl2 (3.27) 

In the case of a sinusoidal wave whose frequency agrees with the resonant frequency of 
the antenna， the right side of Eq.(3.9) is written 
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and we obtain 

!と1=皇hijqi・-4μ J ~.J 

The gravitational wave energy captured by the antenna is given by 

E ト2e

Q2ω2(fhjqtj)2 

32μ 

27rG _ _ _" 
--MQ=AGfPSP， 
5c3 

where SP is the energy flux of the gravitational wave in the p polarization: 

~3 ， .2 

SP =...:...二一Ihpl2.
32πG' Y 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

Eq.(3.24) and Eq.(3.30) indicate that a larger MAa increases the gravitational wave 
ener回rabsorbed by the antenna. 

3.2 Types of Transducers 

A resonant mass detector is equipped with a transducer that monitors the complex ampli-

tudes of one or more of modes of the antenna's vibrational motion， especially those likely 
to be excited by a gravitational wave. The principle of all transducers is to store electro-

magnetic energy ill a very small volume， usually a narrow gap， one of the walls of which 
IS P訂 tof the antenna. The motion of the wall due to the antenna's vibratiollal motioll 

induces a modulatioll of the energy， which is detected alld amplified as all electrical sigllal. 
Therefore transducers are important in determining the sensitivity to gravitational waves. 

Fig. 3.2 shows several kinds of transducers. 

Fig. 3.2(a) shows an electro-static or capacitive transdl悶 r，which is a passive type of 

transducer. A capacitor is created between the side of the antenna alld a fixed plate， and a 

DC bias voltage is applied. The antenna's vibrational motion causes small changes of the 

capacitance， and in turn voltage. The voltage change at the input port of the amplifier， 
v(x)， is given by 

九dC(x)
(x) =一一-_._.x何 E恥0ωZ

Co dx 
(3.32) 

where x is the displacement of the antenna wall，九 isthe bias voltage， Co三 C(O)，and Eo 
is the electric field amplitude of the capacitor. 

Fig. 3.2(b) shows an inductive transducer， another type of passive transducer， which 
comprises a superconducting coil and a SQUID. A change in the distance between the side 
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(b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3.2: Transducers 

of the antenna and the coil brings about a change of the inductance of the coil， and in turn 
an induced current in the coil. The SQUID amplifies this current change. The change of 

the current， i(x)， is given by 
んdL(x)

i(x) =一一-_._.x
Lo dx 

(3.33) 

where んis the bi出 current， and Lo 三 L(O) is t山hei凶ndu削cta釦.nc白ea叫tz民erod心i均S叩pl恥a配蹴氾，ceI刷e白印11悶I

Also， there are active types called parametric transducers. Fig. 3.2( c) shows a transducer 
which uses microwaves in a superconducもingcavity. Fig. 3.2( d) is a 1部 ertr叩 sducer
consisting of a Fabry-Perot optical cavity. The groups of G.E. Moss [42]， M. Weksler [43]， 
and others have developed various kinds of transducers using laser interferometers. These 

transducers have the advantage of low loss and low back action to the antenna because 

they use external pumping sources. Because the pumping source of the laser transducer is 
a laser， i.e.， photons， it can amplify the antenna's vibrational motion to a high gain. 
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Laser Transducer 

J .P. Richard proposed a detector which combines a cryogenic antenna， a multi-mode trans-

duceri. e.， a resonant transducer (discussed below)，加da Fabry-Perot optical resonator 
with a high finesse [20]. He measured the finesse at low temperature of the Fabry-Perot 
cavity， it w部 19000 at 4.2 K [21]， the diおsp凶la舵氾.cer白me
a rigid FP cavity， which comprised fixed， high quality mirrors with a finesse of 83000， 
5.6 X 10-17 m/ y'Hz， and calculated the sensitivity at cryogenic temperature of the bar 
antenna instrumented above FP cavity， h = 6.8 X 10-21 at 0.03 K [22]. Richard's group 
tested the performance of the resonant transducer at room temperature [23]. They uses 
a low power (1 m W) He-Ne 1錨 erto pre刊 nta power dissipation at low temperature. Its 
sensitivty w槌1.0X 10-15 m/ y'Hz. When their resonant transducer is installed in the 
cryogenic bar antenna，部sumingmechanical quality factors of 3 x 106ヲtheywill achieve to 
sensitivity of 10-19 in displacement at 4.2 K. 

A Resonant 'I旨ansducer

Present resonant mass detectors， without exception， incorporate some form of ‘resonant' 
transducer (see Fig. 3.3) which achieves a breakthrough in increasing the sensitivity of 
detectors. Such a transducer increasesもhes value， which is the ratio of the signal energy 
at the input of the electric amplifier to the total叩 alenergy in the system [45]. It consists 
of a secondary resonator attached to the wall of the antenna， which has a mechanical 
resonance ne訂 thefrequency of the antenna. It follows that the vibrational motion induced 
on the antenna is forwarded by the transducer to the input of the electric amplifier with an 

amplification of Jma/mt， where mt is the叫 uivalentmass ofい組副cervibration mode 
and mαis the reduced m部 sof the first longitudinal vibration mode of the bar antenna. 
Moreover this technique can expand the observation bandwidth for gravitational waves， 
due to the two normal modes of the antenna-transducer double harmonic oscillator system 

[44]. 

3.3 Sensitivity of Resonant Mass Detectors 

There are many different noise sources that must be considered to calculate the sensitivity 
of gravitational wave detectors: the seismic noise of the detector site， the thermal noise 
of the detector itself， the noise of the signal monitoring system， and many others. The 

seismic noise is filtered by seismic isolation， e.g.， isolation stacks， suspensions. The other 
noise sources can be reduced by improvements in technology. It is not too much to say that 
a struggle against noise sources is all of the R&D efforts of gravitational wave detectors. 
In the cぉeof resonant mぉsdetectors， the noise source which determines the sensitivity 

as a gravitational wave detector is indeed the noise of transducer. There is the thermal 
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(a) 

Bar Resonant 
antenna 

Figure 3.3: The schematic of a resonant transducer:( a) a bar antenna and a resonant mass， 
(b) the corresponding model of the antenna-transducer harmonic oscillator system 

noise of the antenna caused by Brownian motion， too， but the higher sensitivty of the 
仕組sducercan me部 urethe levelless than that of Brownian motion of the antenna. 

In this section， let us consider the sensitivity of a resonant mass detector， the thermal 
noise of the antenna and the noise of the transducer， and express the sensitivity by an 
effective temperature，えjj，which depends on these noise factors. 

3ふ 1 Thermal N oIse of the Antenna 

The resonant m錨 santenna in the vacuum chamber always keeps the thermodynamic equi-

librium with the surrounding heat bath. The antenna comes into contact with the heat 
bath through direct mechanical coupling， interaction with residual gases in the vacuum 
chamber， or exchange of photons with the surrounding black body radiation. This con-

tact with the heat bath results in each of the antenna冶normalmodes being excited to an 
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amplitude such th剖 thenth normal mode has叩 averageenergy eq叫 totkBT: 

iM(土2)=;kよ (3.34)

where kB is Boltzmann's constant. This equation gives the mean square amplitude of 
excitation for a normal mode of an antenna in equilibrium at temperature T with the 
effective or reduced mass of the nth mode，μn， and the nth eigenfrequency， Wn・Thisresult 
おanapplication of the equipartition theorem of statistical mechanics. That however is 
only a p紅 tialexplanation of the physics of thermal equilibrium. In order to describe the 
antenna's thermal noise in detail， we should use the results of the fl.uctuation-dissipation 
theorem and the results of B肋rownianmotion加 describedby Nyquist [46]. 
The fl.uctuation-dissipation theorem gives the relation between the macroscopic frictional 

force which dissipates energy in a sys~em and the fl.uctuating forces which excite the same 
system to thermal equilibrium. As a result of the exchange of energy between the normal 
modes and the surrounding heat bath， a resistance must appear in the equations which 内

describe the normal modes. The exchange of energy with a particular normal mode is 
equivalent to a random force with power spectral density [47]: 

(Ft1…I(ω)) = 4kBTR(ω)， (3.35) 

where (F?hermal) is the power spect叫 densityof the random force and R(ω) is the mechani-
cal resisitance which enters into the equation of motion for the normal mode. Equivalently， 
the power spectral density of the motion of the mass is given by 

(X~hermal(W)) = ~ーσ(ω)z?hemαl(ω)=2 (3.36) 

withσ(ω) denoting the mechanical conductance. R(ω) and σ(ω) are defined in terms of 
the impedance at the m槌 S錨

z 

R(ω) 
σ(ω) 

force 

velocity' 

Re(Z)， 
Re(Z-l ). 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

In this formulation， the power spectral density is expressed for the customary bandwidth 
of 1 Hz. For a simple harmonic oscillator， we can write R(ω) andσ(ω) in terms of the Q 
of the mode. 

(Fth…1) 

(X~h…t 

4kBTRい)= 4kBT学
4kBTσ(ω) 4kBT ωo 

2 W - MQ  (ω2ー ω0)2+ (マ)
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Considering the bandwidth over which the force is measured， /:).j， the power spectral 
density of the force is 

(Ft~…/(ω)) 4kBTR(ω)ムf

4kBTMwo A ~ 
Q -J  

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

These equations contain the principal results of the Brownian motion analysis. We see 
that the mechanical system is continuously being excited by a random force and the mean 
square amplitude of that force is direcもlyproportional to the temperature T of the system 
and inversely proportional to the mode Q. Thus we need to lower T and raise Q to decrease 
the power spectral density of the fluctuating force on the antenna. 

3.3.2 Noise of the Transducer 
(側、

In considering the noise of the 仕組sducer，we must deal with a displacement noise and a 
noise force [48]. The displacement noise， whose spectral density is denoted by cAr， is output 
noise of the amplifier to which the signal is fed， and the noise force， which is random， is a 
back action exerted by the transducer on the antenna. We denote its spectral density j~. 
These two noise sources can be also represented in a different way， by defining a九10lse

temperature" and a "matching coe伍cient"for the transducer-amplifier combination. The 
noise temperature T N can be shown to be given by 

九三匂瓦 (3.44) 

The matching coe伍cientηisdefined by 

ー一川一一
一nリ (3.45) 

It is the ratio between the impedance of the antenna mechanical system，μω0， and the 
optimum imp伽 lceof the transducer，市蒜ZZ，andiMMes thestmgth ofthe伽-

tromechanical coupling in the antenna-transducer combination. 
The effect of these quantities in an actual measurement depends on the method of signal 

processing. Now we trace the signal processing for the case th叫 thesignal is a pulse (the 

signal duration三1/ω0)'
The equation of motion of the antenna sujected to an general external force j( t) is written 

μ( ~(t) 十字+必) =的) (3.46) 
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Taking the Fourier transform of both sides of Eq.(3必)gives 

と(ω) = H(ω)F(ω)， (3.47) 
1 1 

(3必)H(ω) = ::...凶JO 2 ・ 世
μ-ω+z  Q 

The response to組 yexternal force f(t) is given by its Green function: 

G(t -s) = 土ζH(ω)叫
2π 

it-sl 一-exp一一一 sin(ωe(t-s))e(t -s)， 
μωe ~ l 27A 

(3.49) 

Q 
(3.50) TA = ， 

仏)0

ωe - ωOJ1-4~ト。 (Q ~ 1). (3.51 ) 

Since the transducer's noise， the displacement noise CN and the back action fN are ap-
proximately white noise near the antenna resonance， the total diplacement noise which the 
仕組sducerdetects is given by 

と(t)=よr叫[ーロ]sin[ωo(t -S)]{fT(S) + fN(S)}ds吋 (t)， 
μωo J-∞ 27A 

where fT is the thermal noise， l.e.， the Brownian motion of the antenna. 
The displacement of the antenna oscillator can be rewritten 

と(t) = Re[(X1(t)+iX2(t))exp(-iωot)] ， 

Z(t) = X1(t) + iX2(t)， 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

where Z(t) is the complex細 plitudeof the antenna motion. X1 and X2 are obtained by 
lock-in detection using reference signals sinωot and cosωot， respectively. Using Z(t)， the 
signal due to energy change of the antenna mode， after the lock-in detection and sampling 
at intervals of T is given by 

D(t) = μω~ IZ(t) -Z(t -7)12. (3.55) 

Thus the average value of the ener回rchange of the antellna mode due to noise is given by 

DN μωa (IZN(t) -ZN(t -7)12) 

f37 f37(1 -e-1)μω253 
~+一一一+qeμqeμT  
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Substituting Eqs.(3.44) and ， (3必)into Eq.(3.57)， we obtain 

kRTω07 _. _ / nwo 一一1¥
DN = ーニて~+2kBTN I:..!..:._デー+一一一一 l

el，! ¥ LJ:eηω07 J 
(3.58) 

Optimum matching conditions for the transducer noise，ηω07 = 2Veて1'" 2.6， gives 

kRT 
DN三一号マ+kBTN， 

ηl，! 
(3.59) 

F凧

where η，ぉ mentionedabove， is the fractiou of the energy deposited in the antenna which 
would be converted into electromagnetic energy by a noiseless transducer3. Then the 
effective temperature of the detector is defined as 

rn  DN 
.1 eff =τー-

此 B
(3.60) 

These equations show that the noise of the detector c組 ueverbe lower than the noise 
temperature of the transducer TN・Inother words， a low noise transducer with large βcan 
realizes the high sensitivity equal to the cryogenic detectors at room temperature. 
From Eq.(3.57)， the optimum sampling interval is obtained 

1 (e -1) cAr 
70pt = 2μω0'11 ーー

1 ff + ft 
(3.61 ) 

and it is generally considered that T N ~ T， the term of (t~) can be neglected， we obtain 

1 (e -1) Q (cAr) 
opt = 2μω0'11 

¥1 4μkBTωo 
(3.62) 

and also 70pt gives the effective temperature Tef f， 

市 2ω070ptrn 

.1eff =コ否-.1 (3.63) 

In this case， the detectable minimum energy spectral density of gravitational waves is 
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3βdepends on the transducer and should be made出 largeas possible. 
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where the directivity pattern is averaged over the propagating direction and polarization 
of the gravitational wave. 

The detector's signal-to-noise ratio S/N is defined部

S Ea 
N -kBTeff' 

(3.65) 

where Ea is the gravitational wave energy captured by the antenna. 

The Quantum Limit 

針。mthe uncertainty principle applied to the antenna， the limit of detectability for a direct 
measurement is 

ムeminrv (去)= 3 x 10べ呼E)(12::)lml (3.66) 

It had been thought that this quantum limit could never be overcome， but in a series of 
papers by Braginsky [49， 50] a method which overcomes this limit， a“qu組 tumnondemか
lition" method， w出 proposed.

In conclusion， to make a sensitive detector one h鎚 tochoose an antenna cooled to a 
temperature as low as possible and a transducer of high η， high Q and a low noise tem per-

ature. 
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Chapter 4 

The Resonant Antenna and the 

Laser Transducer of ICRR 

The resonant mass detector in 1CRR was designed to look for gravitational wave bursts 
from sources in our galaxy at room temperature. The antenna shape of previous detectors 
has normally been a bar， and disk antennas have been rare. This detector is currently the 
only one whose antenna is a disk. The re鎚 onthat the disk wぉ chosenin 1CRR is that 
disk antenn部 aresuitable for the instrumentation of a laser interferometer. 
1n this section， 1 present the 1CRR disk antenna in detail with a mathematical descrip-

tion. 

4.1 The Disk 

The resonant mぉ santenna at 1CRR is located underground ill the former“Mutron" ex-
periment buildillg at the 1nstitute for Cosmic Ray Research (1CRR)， Univ. of Tokyo， in 
Midori-tyo 3-2-1， Tanashi City， Tokyo. It comprises a disk， a support rod， alld a small 
upper disk. The alltellna proper is a disk of alumillum alloy 5052， 2 m in diameter alld 

20 cm in thickness. It h鎚 aphysical m部 sof about 1700 kg. Its quadrupole modes紅 eat 
about 1.2 kHz， as discussed below. A disk alltenna is most sensitive to gravitatiollal waves 
propagating in a direction perpendicular to the disk. The disk， supported at its cellter， is 
illstalled on isolation stacks in a vacuum tank. Figure 4.1 shows the alltelllla installed ill 

the vacuum tank. 
Fi伊lfe4.2 shows the outlille of the antenlla from above. The upper disk is used for 

mounting the optical and mechanical components; a breadboard for optics is fixed to it. 

The vacuum tank is equipped with a diffusion pump and a turbo-molecular pump (SE1KO 
SEIK1 STP400) and is set up ill the basement of the buildillg. Together the pumps c組

evacuate the tank to 10-6 rv 10-5 torr. This degree of vacuum is not very high， because 
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Figure 4.1: The antenna in the vacuum tank 
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Figure 4.2: The disk antenna of ICRR: (a) a side view of the whole antenna with the 
support and the upper disk， and (b) a top view of the antenna proper. All dimensions in 
millimeters. 
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the isolation stacks use rubber blocks and a number of cables emit g出.

1 describe brie宜yhere the shape of the disk， the support rod， and the isolation stacks. 

Shape of the Disk 

The external form of ICRR disk is not an exact circle. Small p紅白 ofthe edge of the disk 
have been cut off (see Fig. 4.2)， to adjust the mode frequencies as explained below. 
A disk has two fundamental quadrupole modes， the + mode and x mode， which訂 e

normally degenerate. The vibration mode patterns match well the two polarizations of 
gravitational waves. In the usual numbering they are the (2，1，1)姐 d(2，1，2) modes. If the 
circumference of the disk is a true circle， the eigenfrequencies of these modes紅 ethe s担問.

The modes of the actual disk are split in frequency， because of density inhomogeneity 
caused by the manufacturing process of the alloy， slight departures of the disk from a 何

perfect circle， etc.， so that the physical parameters of the disk are not uniform. Although 
the eigenfrequencies of the modes of a nearly circular disk would be different， the difference 
would be only very slight， which depends on the shape of the disk， so that one could 
not easily separate and identify the vibration mode patterns. Thus， in order to split the 
degenera勾rand eigenfrequencies of the modes clearly， the disk is truncated. In this case， 
the vibration mode patterns are fixed relative to the truncations so that one can specify the 
mode which the 仕組sducermonitors. The method for calculating the quadrupole mode 
eigenfrequencies of the truncated disk is shown below. 

The calculated eigenfrequency of the (2，1，1) mode is 1195 Hz and the (2ム2)mode 1186 

Hz， but the monitored frequency of the (2，1，1) mode is in the range 1180 Hz to 1184 Hz. 
This is because the shape of the antenna is not exactly the same出 thatof the design， the 
antenna p紅白netersused in the calculation differ from the actual ones， the density is not 
completely uniform， and the internal stress caused by the welding of the support， the lower 
and upper support with the upper disk， cause changes of elastic constants of the antenna. 
The frequency of the (2，1，2) mode cannot be measured because a monitoring system， i.e.， 
the transducer， is set so剖 tomonitoring the (2ム1)mode. 内

N odal Support 

The support rod is welded to the center of the disk. This support makes the disk largely 
immune to external vibration， since the center of the disk is a node for the quadrupole 

modes [51]. The support method of a disk is only this nodal support. 
The mode Q of the ICRR disk is 3.2 x 105 at room temperature. Since Qs of disks町 e

less than 106 [51]， this is a normal value at room temperature， and it is apparent th剖 the
disk material has not been degraded by the welding. 
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Isolation Stacks 

Lead blocks 

Figure 4.3: The isolation stacks: lead blocks lower the center of mぉs

The isolation stacks are intended to reduce seismic noise from the ground， which might 
excite the antenna at the monitored frequency， i.e.， the quadrupole mode resonant fre-
quency of the disk which is excited by a gravitational wave. 
The typical ground vibration caused by seismic noise is known empirically above 0.1 Hz 

to be 

一例n
 

l

一戸
×
 m

 

z
 

( 4.1) 

~ 
where xseismic is the displacement spectrum， and Eq.( 4.1) is characteristic of the decre出 ー

ing amplitude due to a f-2 law for the frequency r加 ge[52]: the example of the seismic 
noise measurement at Univ. of Tokyo， etc.， supports this f-2 dependency [53] . 

The isolation stacks consist of 3 sets of the same stack which h出 fivelayers， each of alter-
nate 8841 steel which is no-electrolytic plated with Ni and chloroprene rubber blocks. The 

isolation stacks were designed taking into accoullt the desired reduction ratio for seismic 

noise and Euler's buckling force due to the supported mass [54]. 
Figure 4.3 shows the isolation stacks in the vacuum tank. It is assumed that one stack 

consists of a coupled oscillator with 5 stages， and each layer has a resonant frequency， 
fo corresonding to the spring constant of the rubber and m邸 sof each oscillator. 80 the 
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仕組sferfunction of the one layer is given by 

where Q is a quality factor. 

t弁f+F
Tone-lαyer(f) = 可

yer¥J J _ f2 +サf+ ~ (4.2) 

Figure 4.4 shows the transfer fuction of the isolation stacks， when Q is assumed to be 
10. When the staρks work部 designed，the total isolation ratio at the antenna resonant 
frequency， 1.2 kHz， is expected to b~bove 10-13 and the displacement noise caused by 
seismic noise to be about 10-26 m/ /HZ. 

Figure 4.4: The calculated transfer function of the isolation stacks 

Figure 4.5 compares the displacement of the edge of the antenlla with the displacement of 
the ground at the detector site， and also shows the calculated displacement of the antenna 
due to the seismic noise. This w部 measuredin air by a seisomometer (RION Co.， Ltd.) 
which can work under 100 Hz with a sensitivity of 0.2 V /gal. 
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Figure 4.5: The displacement noise caused by seismic noise: measured by RION's seisか
mometer， the bold solid line corresponds to the noise on the stacks， the bold dashed line 
to that on the ground， and the thin solid line to the calculated seismic noise through the 
stacks. 

As shown in Fig. 4.5， the isolation stacks work out very slightly for frequencies from 
several Hz to tens of Hz. There are some peaks at frequencies different from calculated 
ones. This is because the real spring constants of rubbers and the real quality factors of 
layers may be different from those used in calculation. 
While we expect that the isolation power increases above 30 Hz (see Fig. 4.4)， our 

measurement shows that isolation stacks do not screen the ground noise almost at all， 
at least up 100 Hz. The reason for the poor isolation above 30 Hz is made clear. The 
measurement in vacuum， i.e.， the measurement of the noise of the laser transducer gives 
the performance of the stacks， at least up to 100 Hz. 
At lower frequencies near 1 Hz the isolation stacks have little effect， even ampli五ngthe 

motion of the ground. They also cause some problems for the transducer. At the resonant 

frequencies of the isolation stacks， the slow swinging of the whole antenna makes it di缶cult
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to do feedback control of the transducer， and a change in temperature causes a inclination 
of the disk through expansion and contraction of the rubber blocks， and部 aresult changes 
the gain of the transducer. 1 discuss this problem further below. 

4.2 Modes of the Disk's Elastic Motion 

A free elastic disk has two degenerate quadrupole modes of vibrational motion interacting 
with gravitational waves. A in-plane vibrational motion of a disk had been already analyzed 
ド1，51， 55]. In this section， 1 pr田 enta mathematical derivation of the quadr叩 olemodes， 
the reduced mass， and the effective area [40， 56] of the disk antenna， to understand the 
vibrational motion of the disk. 

4.2.1 Normal Modes 

We work in standard cylindrical coordinates (r， 0， z) aligned with the axis of the disk， which 
we take to have radius a，' thickness h， density ρ， Poisson 's ratio σ， and Young's modulus 
E， and we assume that stress tensors in the z direction are zero， i.e.，σrz - σOz =σzz = O. 
We then expand the displacement vector of an arbitrary point on the disk u = (ur， uo)， as 
a sum over modes: 

Ur = U， 

旬。 = V， 

U = 玄UncosnOcosωnt， 

V = 乞VnsinnOcosωnt. 

The Lagrangian density of a small part rdrd()dz is 

ι=jdρ(U2 + V2)一;町
Then Lagrangian of the whole disk is 

Eh r(_n~__..... __....... /OTr 1 Co"， TT¥  

L=/{K2(U2+V2)一(筈+fgE+与)2(1-σ2) } l' -，- ，. I ¥ ar ' r alJ ' r J 

+ 2(1-σ)~~ (場+与)

(4.3) 

( 4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

一与(~場努+等一与りザ叫)2η2}いT吋巾dr畝 μ 

where kn iおsthe wave number， which is a function of the speed of sound Vs and the angular 
frequency of the nth mode: 

k~ n 

(1-σ2)ω:ρ 

E 
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(4.10) 

Solving the Euler-Lagrange equations for U and V， we obtain 

Vn 

去[An{叫 (k1')一かみA小 nBnJn(め)]， 

-tlnAn川巾Bn{ηJn(k'r)一 k'1'Jn+1(め)}]，

tい

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

Un 

k'2 

where An and Bn are coefficients determined by boundary conditions for the stress tensors， 
and the Jn are Bessel functions. 

Now we use integers n， m， and p to index the vibrational modes. 

n : symmetry in 8 direction 

m : harmonic number 

p : polarization 

n = 0，1，2，. 
m = 1，2，3，. 
p = 1，2 

The harmonic number m denotes the order of the root of the eigenequation to the nth 

mode; large m corresponds to a large frequency. Strictly k should be written knmp， which 
means the wave number of order m of the nth mode with polarization p. 

The displacement vectors (1ら，'U~p) can then be written 

p
a
p
ι
 

r
n
ρ
v
n
 

M

U

M

U

 

H!~(T)(Dpl C∞osη8+Dιp2S司mη0的)c∞osωnt

Wf訂(什例Tけ)(ι弘1si凶11ηn8 一 6ιp2C∞os η 0的)c∞OωSωnt， 

( 4.14) 

(4.15) 

where 

W~(1') =去[AnトJn(kr)一川+l(か)}+吟み(川 ( 4.16) 

and 

同(T)=-t171ARム(k1')+ Bn{叫(め)-k'1'Jn+1(め)}]. (4.17) 

Wave numbers of the modes are calculated by applying the boundary conditions of the 
stress tensors， specifically， at r =α，σ円 =σr6= 0， and these determine the eigen仕equencies
of the normal modes. The stress te11sors (J'rヘσr6can be also written 

σrr 
np 

σr6 
np 

χ~r (1')( Dpl cos n8 + Dp2 sin n8) cosωnt， 

X~6 (1')( Dpl Si11 n8 -Dp2 cos n8) cosωnt， 

( 4.18) 

( 4.19) 
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where 

χご(r) (1 ごJ ト -1) 一〔笠竺乎明E与守ヂ引2P手引]芝)2}ヰ)み柿(作伽仙kかT

+nB吟叫叫州n[(巾[(ト(いnト一川F乍川Tけ)一叫1(め)]] ， ( 4.20) 

and 

x~e(γ) =品)r2[nAn[(nー仰い仏+1(kr)] 

+ Bn[{ n(nー 1)一平川)+ k'rJn+1(k'r)]]. (4.21) 

From the above equations， the boundary conditions are given by 内)

(窓口)= ( M ) ( ~: ) = 0 ( 4.22) 

The wave numbers of the normal modes are obtained by solving the secular equation 
1M I = O. Moreover， since Bn/An can be obtained from Eq.(4.22)， we can determine the 
normal modes， and calculate the effective area and the reduced mass. Figure 4.6 shows some 
normal mode patterns for various (n，凧 p).The (0，1，1)， (2，1，1)， (2，1，2)， and (2，2，1) modes 
in Fig. 4.6 can be excited by a gravitational wave and the n = 2 modes are quadrupole 
modes. The eigenfrequencies of (2ム1)叩 d(2，1，2) mode are the lowest of all modes. The 
secular equation of the n = 2 modes is 

{2 -吟立}ゐ(kα)+kαJ3(初) 2{ゐWα)-k'aJ3(仇)} • 1=0 
2{J2(初 )-kαJ3(初)} {2-吟主}ゐ(仇)+ k'aJ3(仇)

( 4.23) 

《

ICRR disk has four truncations (see Fig. 4.2) and its perimeter is not a circle， but its 
normal modes can be calculated by describing the shape in terms of a variable radius 
α=α(0)叩 dusing a perturbation technique. 
The perturbed radius of the disk is written (see Fig. 4.7) 
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( 4.25) 
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Figure 4.6: The mode patterns of the disk 
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Figure 4.7: The defi.凶ionof α(0) 

where αo 1S組 equivalentradius equal to the circumference divided by 2πand Oα(0) is the 
perturbation term， which depends on O. Eq.(4.22) then 

( 4.26) 

( 4.27) 

0， χ込(αo+ ( -1 )p+ 1 En) 
χ2(α0+ (-1)P En) nu 

En =ι/九α(0)cos 2nOdO 
L，冗 JO

The wave numbers can be obtained from the secular equation by substituting α。土 E2into 

( 4.28) 

where 

α. 府内

Effective Area and Reduced Mass 4.2.2 

( 4.29) 

The effective area AG and the reduced (or effective) m制 μnare defined by 

Ar.一空iA-
uμnM ' 

( 4.30) μn = Jρ|仇 1
2政

and 
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AG is a parameter of the antenna槌 awhole， unlike μn姐 dqij. It does not depend on the 
way the general coordinate Cn is chosen 1. 

Inc部 eof quadrupole mode (n = 2)， the reduced m部 sis given by 

生=十τ([(W;(ぱ ))2+ (Wt(at)f]tdt， 
[W2(a)]ん

( 4.31) 

and the quadrupole moment and the effective area corresponding to e配 hpolarization are 
given by 

where 

qij 

AG 

S 

D ( i ;;1 ; ) (ωp戸山円=1叫1り) 

D(:i:)ω 
4UωJ(W5引(αat)一W;釘(αω叫t吋))t2dt叫t]2
π吋f必山J訂刈[(W2'(μαωt吋削)川)2+ (Wf( α t))2]tdt' 

n n rl 

ニ=ーニ:-¥I [W;(αt) -wt(α，.t)]t2dt， 
M W2'(叫ん

and S is the geometrical area of the disk. 

4.2.3 Quadrupole Mode of ICRR Disk 

In this section 1 derive the quadrupole mode of the ICRR disk antenna. 

( 4.32) 

( 4.33) 

( 4.34) 

ICRR disk is 1 m in radius and 20 cm in thickness， and is made of an aluminum alloy 
5052， with the following parameters: 

(g/口113)

Poisson ratio σ=  0.33 
(den向 ρ=2.64 

Young's modulus E = 7.03 X 1010 (N/m-2) 

The equivalent radius of the disk αo is obtained from the disk's circumference 1: 

2παo 
rφ n {'()只 A

α(2π 一 8<t)+ 4 J-φ志すdO

1 + sin <t 
α(2π -8<t) + 4αcosゆlog亡五五す ( 4.35) 

1 As mentioned the previous section， the quadrupole moment qij illdicating the degree of coupling 
between gravitational waves and the antenna is an important factor. 
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where α(8) is the instantaneous radius and 2ゆisthe central叩 gleof each truncated part of 
the disk， respectively. Calculating 1 for the disk gives αo何 0.9924m，組dEq.{4.28) gives 

1 r2π 

士 I{α(8)ー α。}cos48d8 
L，7r JO 

r rφcos 48 _ _ 1 .1 

=12cosゆl一一-~ d8 -~ sin 44>1 πl----T Jo cos 8 -- 2 -----T J 

何 6.8X 10-4 m. 

E2 

The wave number of the (2，1，1) mode is obtained by solvi時 thesecular equations， Eqs.( 4.26) 
and (4.27): 
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( 4.36) 

A numerical calculation gives k = 1.374 and this value corresponds to 1195 Hz. 
These equations lead to Bn/ An' from which one c組 calculatethe reduced m部 sand the 

effective area. Table 4.1 shows the calculated quadrupole mode parameters. 

Mode I Wave number I Frequency I Reduced m鎚 s I Effective紅白

(2，1，1) (+ mode) I 1.374 I 1195.4 Hz I 0.518M (846 kg) I 0.5645 (1.745 m2) 

(2，1，2) (x mode) 1 1.363 11185.8 Hz 1 0.519M (848 kg) I 0.5625 (1.739 m2) 

Table 4.1: The quadrupole mode par組:1etersof ICRR disk 

縮問
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Chapter 5 

A Laser Transducer 

5.1 Principles of the Laser Transducer 

L 
4 一一倖

Figure 5.1: The sketch of the laser transducer 

Figure 5.1 shows the conceptual sketch of the laser transducer which 1 have develoed. It 
consisits of a Fabry-Perot optical resonator (FP cavity) attacl凶 tothe edge of the antenna 
The FP cavity， used either in 1邸 erinterferometers， comprises two mirrors with the high 
児島ctivity.In the resonant condition， it outputs the ph部 echange of the stored light in 
the cavity as the intensity change of the reflected light， which is a function of the丘equency
of light and the cavity length， with a high gain. Because the phase of the reflected light 
from the FP cavity changes drasticaly near the resonant condition. One mirror is attached 
to the antenna's edge so as to move with the vibrational motion of the antenna副ldthe 
other is fixed independently， then the small displacement of the cavity length caused by the 
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quadrupole motion of the antenna excited bya passing gravitational wave can be output 
at high gain by this transducer. 
This laser transducer is one of active types using the p町田netricaction， and can rea1izes a 

low noise characteristics， because it uses a laser beam， i.e.， photonsぉ anexternal pumping 
source. The combination of mirrors with the high refJ.ectivity and photons leads low loss 
at the signal transfomation and low back action to the antenna. In ideal cぉethe 1部 er
transducer can detect the displacment of the cavity length up to the shot noise limit 
and realize the high sensitivity at room temperature. Since the actual FP cavity has the 
frequency noise， the intensity noise of the laser beam and the displacement noise of the 
cavity length originating仕omseismic noise， etc.， many problems must be solved to realize 
low noise. 
1 present a detailed mathematical derivation of the signal from the laser tansducer， i.e.， 

the Fabry-Perot cavity in section 5.2 and 5..3， and summarize briefly noises of the FP cavity 
in section 5.4. 

周問

5.2 Fabry-Perot Cavity 

There is a good textbook which introduce the Fabry-Perot optical resonantor (FP cavity) 
in detail [5可.Here， the basic properties of the FP cavity釘 edescribed. 

5.2.1 Response of the Fabry-Perot Cavity 

The response of FP cavity is characterized by the reflectiyity and transmittance of the 
mirrors composing the cavity. Now we define the reflectivity and transmittance as shown 
in Fig. 5.2. Writing the incident light錨 Ei(t)= Eoeωot， the amplitudes of the transmitted 
and reflected light can be written 
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(5.1) 

組 d
I 伊 _+2...，一山。羊 1 

Er(t) = ITl --:叫し J_2LI Ei(t)， 
I 1 - Tl T2e .-U c I 

織内
(5.2) 

The transfer functions of the transmitted組 dreflected light to the incident light釘 e
defined錨

b(ω) 

t1t2e一山幸

1 -TIT2e-ωヂ
.，.2_-iω1l.. 

T2'tie .-c 

Tl一噌 _9/.1主主・
1 - TIT2e ._ c 

(5.3) α(ω) 

(5.4) 
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Figure 5.2: The schematic of the Fabry-Perot Cavity 

Then the intensity of the transmitted and 児島ctedlight， It and In are 

L 

ι 

|α(ω)12Ii 

(t1t2)2 1 T 

(1 -rlr山+設計sin2ヂヲ

Ib(ω)12Ii 

{TItなj)}2+出計(rr+ tI) sin2千
1+-A山~sin2 w/ 

(l-rl r2)・

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

These are periodical function of ω， the frequency interval for satisfying the resonant con-
dition， sin(ωLjc) = 0， is called the free spectral range (FSR)， 

ーーー→
c 

句、SR= 2L 
(5.9) 

When the refie州 tynearly equals 1， 1α(ω)12 and Ib(ω)12 have peaks at the interval of 

吋 SR.The full width of half maximum (FWHM) of these peaks is defined as .d.Z!pWHM， 
and the important parameter， the finesse F， which is the ratio of the FSR to the FWHM， 
is obtained by 

F = ~FSR 
ムνFWHM
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π♂汚
(5.10) 

:F is related with the qulaity value of the cavity Q 
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where九 isthe storage time. The intensity of the 児島ctedand transmitted light turn l/e 
組 d1/日， respectively. :F is the quantity corresponding to the 児島ctionnumber in the 
cavity. 
S加 ilary，we can define the FSR and the FWHM剖 thefunction of L， LFSR and 

sLFWHM， 

LFSR 

sLFWHM 

C 

2ω' 
1 -TIT2 C 

J汚 ω

(5.12) 

(5.13) 
《

5.2.2 Hermite-Gaussian Mode 

In the prevous subsection， we treated the laser beam using geometrical optics. In reality， 
色helaser beam propagates divergently due to its diffraction. Hence， the mirrors of the 
cavity must be so部 tomatchもhewavefront of the laser beam.If a FP cavity is formed by 
concave mirrors， the modes in the cavity take Hermite-Gaussian forms 

( ../2x ¥ TT (、/三め r x2 + y2 .， X2 + y2 .， .' /1.  • 1 ¥ 1 ψ1m =一一H，I v ;~ ) Hm I _V/-_~ ) exp 1--_ ?~ _~ - ik -n T>'/ ~\ - ikz + i(l + m. + 1)η1， (z) I11い(z))......m い(z))"~l:' lω2(z)2R(z)j  
(5.14) 

whereω(z)， R(z)，姐 dηarethe beam radius with 1/e2 ofthe peak intensity， the curvature 
radius of the wavefront， and the guoy phase， respectively， as functions of z， given by 

叫 (z) =吋1+ (ふr a民
(5.15) 

R(z) 
Z [1+ (で)l (5.16) 

η(z) …(汽)， (5.17) 
1l'Wo 

組 dHt ~姐d z denote the 1 th Hermite poynominal and the coordinate in the direction of the 
beam propagating axis， respectively， and ω0=ω(0). Another feature is the dependence of 
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(爪

the phase variation the order of the mode， 1 + m; this dependence leads to a difference of 
the resonant frequency for the higher modes. 

Since the Hermite-Gaussian modes form a complete system， the normalized incident 
beamc組 beexpanded in terms of the cavity modes出

ψi=乞Clmψ1m・ (5.18) 

Stability of the resonant modes is determined by cavity length L and curvature radius of 

mirrors. Por a cavity consisiting of mirrors with curvature radii of R1 and R2' the modes 
of the cavity are stable when 

o :::; 9192 :::; 1， (5.19) 

where 

ω=1-t(520)  

In this case， the resonant frequencies of the Hermite-Gaussian modes are given by 

ν1m 

γ 

二[n+(l+m，+l)γ]， 
2L 

-arccos V 9192， 
π'  

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

where n is an integer related to the number of the standing waves in the cavity. The modes 

characterized by n are called longitudinal modes， its frequency interval being vPSR， while 
those characterized by 1 and rn are called transverse modes， its frequency intervalγVPSR' 

5.2.3 Mode Matching 

The resonant condition of the FP cavity is 

叶-伺 =1 (5.23) 

Pound-Drever method [58] uses the resonant condition and locks the mode of the laser 

beam in the FP cavity into TEMoo. 
When an incident beam，仇， has higher modes， it can be expanded by the modes of the 

FP cavity， a ratio of the matching for the TEMoo mode is given by a matching coe血cient

M、

M=  J Jψ州主勾 (5.24) 

When the incident beam has only a fundamental mode， M =1. Larger M is， a higher 
sensitivity the FP cavity has. 
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Since the incident beam without TEMoo mode is refiected at the front mirror of the FP 
cavity (the mirror of the incident side)， detected with the signallight， and then decreases 
the signal・tonoise ratio of the signal from the FP cavity. The optical elements must be 
positioned as possible部 M = 1， and higher modes should be reduced也 theincident beam 
出 possible.

About the modes of the cavity姐 dits optical matching condition， see Ref. [59] in de-
tail. 

5.3 Signals from the Fabry-Perot Cavity 

The resonant condition of the FP cavity is met by Pound-Drever method [58]. This is a 
method of sig組 1detection using rfmodulation， and me制 resthe ph蹴 cha且geof the light 内

in the FP cavity ne町 theresonanceぉ theerror signal， which is obtained by demodulating 
the refiected light from the FP cavity and in turn is fed back to make the resonant condition. 

5.3.1 Detection of the displacement by Phase-Modulated Light 

5.3.2 Phase Noise (Frequency Fluctuation) 

In what follows we discuss the response of the FP cavity for the phase-modulated incident 

light， when a laser light has phase noise. 
If the phase noiseゆ(t)ismixed in a phase-modulated light with a modulation frequency 

ωm and a modulation index m， the incident light to the FP cavity is 

瓦(t)= Eoほ p[i(ωot+ msinωmt+ゆ(t))] (5.25) 

Ifゆ(t)is written 

ゆ(t)=ゆFeiwFt+ <T'Fe一山Ft' (5.26) 

the incident light is 

。。
Ei(t) = B〆ωotL Jn(m)einωmt(l + iφFeiwFt +ゆい一切t)， (5.27) 

whereゆF~ 1. Assuming m ::; 1， we obtain 

Er(t) 

Eoeωt 

ゐ(m)[b(O)十件Fb(ωF)e山Ft+ i外b(-WF )e-iwFt] 

+2iJ1(m) sinωFt [1 +附eω咋 叫e-tωFt]
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Neglecting second and higher order of併 (1併 1~ 1)， the intensity of the 児島ctedlight is 
given by 

1r(t) 

ん
L(0) 

ん
ι(1) 

ん
L(2) 

ん

1..(0) 1..(1) _ L(2) 

--ー +~sinωmt + =.:_一一cos2ωmt，
んん ん?

(5.29) 

JJ(m)b2(0) + 2J;(m)， (5.30) 
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whereん=IEoeiwotl2. The refiected light demodulated by sinwmt becomes the error signal 
which gives the difference between the frequency of the incident light and the resonant 
frequency of the FP cavity. The feed back to the 1部 erby this signal make it possible to 
stabilize the frequency of the laser. 
If the higher transverse modes do not exit， let us evaluate the actual error signal 

百ωF <<ムωFWHM，Eq.(5.33) turns to 

交ρ千2
1r(1) =一」Jo(m)J1(m)Iω(t)，

んilωJ

1~1) is proprtional to the frequency noise. On the other hand， ifωF~ ムωFWHM'

4ct~ 
L(l)=--LJo(m)Jl(m)Ioゆ(t)，

Ld.ωC 

1~1) is proportional to the phase noise. 

F臥

where 

F恥

r ) =品川J1(叫ん小生)[1 + (まn-1/2
， (5.33) 

仰)=ω(t+ 2:F) (5.34) 

(5.3.5) 

(5.36) 

5ふ 3 Detection of the Displacement of the Cavity Length 

Now considering the frequency-stabilized laser beam， the incident light to the FP cavity is 

Ei(t) = Eoei(ωot+msinwmt) 

Eo 2二Jn(η巾i(ωo+nuJm)t，
n=-(X) 
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then the refelcted light is given by 

Er(t) = Eoeiwot L J，托(m)b(Oo+ nOm)eiωmt， 
n=ー・00

where 0三 ωLJc.The small displacement of the cavity length bL c加 ses

L = Lo +bLー→ 0=00 + bB. 

Since ωmbL/c ~ 1， we obtain 

Er(t) = Eoe向 t[Jo( m )b( bO) 
+J1(m) {b(Om + b作山mt_ b( -Om + b作一向t}]

The first-order Taylor expansion gives 

b( bO)空和602|。=0

2F  t?(F)2 -n-h 一+2i..:..l. I :._ I bO 
7r Tlπ 

b(O) + isobO， 

b(Om + 60) 宝 b(Om)+ bO δθ8 b 
18=8m 

T2t2e-2iem2T2t2e-2iOm 
- n-1+t  1 60  

1 -rl r2e-2i8m ' . (1 -Tl r2e-2i8m )2 

= b(Om) + ismbO， 

EEore(ut) ot 巴 Jo(m){b(O) + isobO} 

+J1(m) [{b(Om)+仇仲町t-{b*(Om) + is二作→ωmt]

= JO(m) {b(O) +似'obO}

+幻l(m)[ilm[b(九)eiwmt]_ Im[smei叶

The intensity of the reflected light is 

;=忍(m)b2(0)+州 m){lb(Om)12 -Re[b2(Om)e2iwmtJ} 
-4ゐ(m)み(m){b(O)Im[smeiwmt] -角Im[b(Om)eiwmt]}60 
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(5.38) 

周到

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

へ
(5.41) 

(5.42) 



For the ideal FP cavity (b(O) = 0)， we obtain 

Ir(1) = 4ゐ(m)J1(m)solm[b(九)e叶 (J()

Also， Wm九 <<1 gives b(Bm) rv b(O) + isoBm， then 

千1 IF¥ 4 

L(山 ωo(m)J1(m)F172(子)ω。

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

However in cぉeof the FP cavity with its length of 10 mm組 da modulation frequency 

of 15 MHz槌 ourtransducer (see Table 6.1)， the above condition is not satisfied， and 
the modulated frequency componet in the reflected light decreases， and then the detection 
e伍ciencybecomes worse. 

5.4 Noises of the Fabry-Perot cavity 

Let us discuss noise sources in the Fabry-Perot interfeometer， in this section. 

Shot Noise 

A best known noise of the interferometer is shot noise. This noise results from the random 
nature of the photon arrival times at the photodetector， and a fundamental limit on the 
sensitivity of the interferometer. 
The photon shot noise is connected with the detected photocurrent， Idc， and is white 

with a frequency independent amplitude 

五五;， (5.45) 

where e is an elementary charge and the units are Aj.JHZ. The signal to noise ratio 
of the detectable gravitational waves to the shot noise determines the sensitivity of the 
interferometer. 
The shot noise of an ideal FP cavity with a short cavity length is given by 

1 Iπnc入

Xshot = 4FV弓子 (5必)

where F，入， η，and P are finesse of the FP cavity， wavelength of the laser light， quantum 
e伍ciencyof the photodetector， and the power of the incident light， respectively. In this 
C槌 e，it is制 sumedthat the moduation index m of the phase modulation is m ~ 1. 

The shot noise level can be improved by increasing the incident laser power because the 
signal to noise ratio for the shot noise decreases with the square root of the laser power. 
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Frequency N oise of the Laser 

The frequency fluctuation of the 1鎚 eris another major source. 
For the FP cavity， the frequency fluctuations directly affect the signal. The response 

function of the FP cavity indicates that changes of the cavity length and the frequency of 
the laser ligh t c加 sea relative phase difference obeying ωL / c. In briefly， the displacement 
noise and the frequency noise in the FP cavity are equivalent， and the relation between 
both is written 

d.vn ムL
(5.47) νL、

where d.vn and v紅 ethe仕equencynoise and the frequency of the laser light， respectively， 
組 dムLis the displacement of the cavity length L. 
In order to acheive the sensitivity of the shot noise level for the FP cavity， the phぉe

fluctuation caused by the 1節目 frequencynoise must be reduced below the shot noise level. 
Present technique can well-stabilize the frequency noise of the laser. 

Intensity Noise of the Laser 

ムP/P，whereムPis the intensity fluctuation of the 1節目 power-and P is the stationary 
power of the 1錨 er，contributes to the signal ofthe FP cavity as the intensity noise. When the 
perfect locking of the FP cavity at resonance and the ideal phase modulation are realized， 
the intesnsity noise contributes to the signal by only a second order. Any imperfections 
mcre邸 esan intensity noise. 
Normally， since the modulation frequency of the 1回目 lightis sufficiently higher， i.e.， is in 

rf frequency band， the intensity noise is less than the shot noise level. The incompleteness 
of the ideal locking point due to the seismic noise， the frequency noise， and etc.， couples 
the intensity noise to the displacement signal. The original intensity noise of the laser， 
ムP/ P， is connected with a corresponding displacement noise， given by 

ムP
d.Li…均一mise=76L， (5.48) 

where bL is a residual fl.uctuation between the perfect and the reallocking point. 

Beam Jitter Noise 

The laser beam geometry， including the beam direction and the beam shape，自uctuatesdue 
to the instability of the 1部 ercavity， the vibration of the optical elements， etc. Such beam 
jitter is equivalent to the fl.uctuation of the contribution of the higher transverse modes. 
The mOSt significant contributions to such jitter are the first and second order transverse 
modes. [60]. 
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One method to suppress the beam jitter noise is an optical fiber which keeps a Gaussian 
distribution and p鎚 sesonly a fundamental mode corresponding to TEMoo mode of the FP 
cavity. Higher order transverse modes caused by beam jitter cannot pass through such組

optical fiber. If the output edge of the fiber， which is located in vacuum in most cぉ eof 
gravitational experiments， is isolated by some isolation system， the output beam from the 
fiber would not have beam jitter. However， the optical fiber has some disadvantages: the 
loss of the input power by transmission efficiency and the power limitation of the fiber， 
which c姐 transmit.
The other is a mode cleaner [35] which works制 amode selector and a frequency sta-

bilization system. A typical mode cleaner consists of a FP cavity which has a couple of 
suspended mirrors. Large scale interferometers equippes mode cleaners. 

Other N oises 

There are other noise sources of the interferometer: radiation pressure noise， noise caused 
by the residual gas， and etc.. There are good reviews about noises of the inteferometers 

[2， 61]. 
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Chapter 6 

Design for the Laser Transd ucer 

In this chapter 1 present the design of the resonant m加 sdetector in ICRR， especially the 
design of the laser transducer， a prototype transducer， which consists of a single pendu- 府内

lum， and an improved transducer， which comprises a double pendulum， and the f民quency
stabilization system. 

6.1 Optical Design and Elements 

The fundamental optical design of the resonant mass detector is shown as follows. 
The whole system comprises the resonant mass antenna which is explained in chapter 4， 

the 1部 ertransducer attached to the antenna， and the laser frequency stabilization system. 
Figure 6.1 shows the scheme of the detector. 

Nd:YAG Laser 

A laser source， 1 in Fig. 6.1， is a solid-state diode-pumped Nd:YAG ring laser. This is 
a model 124 of LIGHTWAVE Inc.， consisting of a monolithic non-planar ring resonator 
wihch is thermally controlled and is tunable in frequency using an attached piezoelectric， 
generat部 acontinuous 50 m W infrared laser beam with a wavelength of 1.064μm (an 
oscillation frequencyさ 2.92THz) in specificatons， actu叫ly58 mW， which is measured by 
a power meter (TQ8210， ADVANTEST Corp.). 
The laser head is fixed on組 alminumblock working部 aheat sink. The control unit 

of the 1部 erhead has threee input BNC conectors: A SLOW FREQUENCY BNC， voltage 
applied to the SLOW BNC tunes the 1部 erresonator by heating or cooling the 1槌 ercrystal 
resonator. Thning is due to thermally induced effects: a physical expansion of the laser 
resonator and a change in the index of refraction. This allows to control the laser oscillation 
frequency with a relatively slow time constant (approximately 1 rv 10 seconds). The tuning 
coe伍cientis about 3.1 GHz;oC. 
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1 :Nd:YAG Laser(50mW)，2:Phase modulator，3:lsolator，4， 12: A /2，5，9，20:PBS， 
6，13， 17:Mode matching lens，7:8:Alignment mirror，1 0，21: A /4， 
11 :Frequency stabilization cavity， 14， 16:Lens of Fiber coupler， 
15:Polarization maintaining single-mode fiber， 
18，19:刈ignmentmirror(Motorized)，22:Double pendulum，23:FP TRD， 
24:Resonant antenna，25:Upper disk，26:lsolation stacks， 
PD1 :Photodetector of Transducer， 
PD2:Photodetector for Frequency stabilization 

Figure 6.1: The schematic of the optical system 
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A FAST FREQUENCY BNC， voltage applied to出eFAST BNC contracts a piezoelectric 
bonded to the laser crystal. This voltage results in a strain su血ceintto v，紅ythe仕equency
by tens of MHz at modulation rates up to 100 kHz. These SLOW and FAST FREQUENCY 
BNC are used for the frequency stabilization， discussed in detail below. 
AN OUTPUT SUPPRESS BNC， by applying a voltage to the SUPRESS BNC the laser 

diode current c組 becontrolled. With no voltage applied to the SUPPRESS BNC the 
diode pump is at its rated maximum. The laser is operated at this standard condition. 

EOM 

A electrかopticalmodulator (EOM)， 2 in Fig. 6.1， phase-modulates the laser light in order 
to lock the FP cavity on resonance. Our EOM is a Model 4003 producted by NewFocus 
Inc. The principle of the phas令 modulationis explained in detail in Ref. [57]. The pha時
modulation企equencyshould be normally set at a仕equencyhigher than 10 MHz. Because 
出eintensity noise performance of the laser light in such rf field is below出eshot noise '笥

level. The phase-modulation at rf frequencies is realized by the EOM. The EOM is drived 
by a circuit using a high-power operational amplifier WB05 (APPEX Inc.)， see Appendix 
A. 

Optical Fiber 

The laser light through a Faraday isolater， 3 in Fig. 6.1， (NewFocus Inc.) h部 50mW  in 
power， then the beam is divided into the 1部 ertransducer and the frequency stabilization of 
the 1部 er;40 m W is used for the incident light into出el錦町 transducerin the vacuum tank 
through a polarization preserving single mode optical :fiber (Radiant Communications Corp. 
FS-HB-5651)， 15 in Fig. 6.1， and the remainder 10 mW  for the frequency stabilization FP 
cavity. The power transmittance of the optical fi.ber is about 70 % constantly. 
Optical fibers町 ecircular dielctric waveguides which can transport optical energy組 d

information. They have a central core surrounded by a concentric cladding with slightly 
lower (by~l %) refractive index. Our polarization preserving si時 lemode optical fiber 
has been produced with the V-number<2.405 and a strong intrinsic birefringence，組dcan 府内

transmit the lowest mode of the Hermite-Gaussi組 beamwith the liner pola也前ion[62， 63]. ! 

The V-number is defined generally鎚

V=苧NA， (6.1) 

where入isthe wavelength of the 1部 erbeam in vacuum，αis the radius of a fiber core， and 
NA is the numerical aperture of a :fiber. Our fiber h錨 3.2μmiu radius of the fiber core and 
0.13 in NA. When Vj2.405， the fi.ber can propagate only the lowest LP01 mode in weakly 
guiding approximation， i.e.， the HEu mode， which matches to the TEMoo mode of the 
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FP cavity. The mode profile of the LP01 mode in the fiber is approximated by Gaussi組

distribution: 
( 1.619 2.879¥ 

ω=α10.65 +一寸"+ --:-:;:;-卜¥ . V1.CJ VO J ' (6.2) 

where ωis the width at which the intensity becomes 1je2• 

A宣berwith the strong birefringence have a well-defined principal axis to maintain the 
propagating polarization even when the fiber is bellt or twisted. A small birefringence 
causes the two polarization components to propagate at different phase velocites. As a 
result， the net polarization state of the output beam varies with fiber length and changes 
as the fiber is bent or twisted. 

The fiber is led illto the vacuum tank through the hole of a small fl.ange for the fiber， 
and wired from the fiber coupler of the incident edge， 14 in Fig. 6.1， to the coupler of the 
output edge， 16， in the vacuum tank. The totallength of the fiber is about 10 m. From 
the incident coupler to the宜angefor the fiber， the fiber is guided through a vinyl pipe with 
3 mm in diameter in a hard pl鋪 ticpipe with 5 cm in diameter for protection. The fiber 
coupler of the output edge is fixed at the place where the mode of the tansmitted light is 
matched to the mode of the FP cavity of the 1部 ertransducer. 
The incident edge of the fiber is cut by a fiber cleaving tool with a diamond cutter (F-

BK2， NEWPORT Corp.) ill order to make a smooth section. Because the smooth section 
increases the incidellt e伍ciencyof the laser beam. 
The fiber coupler positions the incident edge of the fiber to an adequate place determilled 

by the waist radius of the incident Gaussian beam， matching lenses， and the radius of the 
core叩 dNA of the fiber. Good coupling effi.ciellY requires a precise positioning of the fiber 
to center the core in the focused beam spot， i.e.， to maximize coupling e血ciencyinto the 
single-mode fiber， we must match the incidellt field distibution to that of the fiber mode. 
The position of the fiber and the radius of the focused spot of the beam can be obtained 
by calculating the coupling to the fiber through a focusing lens system [64]. 
If two lenses， 13 and 14 in .Fig. 6.1 in order to match the laser beam into the fiber， forms 

the confocal system， i.e.， do = fI， d1 = fI +ん， and d2 =ん， where do， d1， and d2 are 
intervals between the position at the beam waist of the incidellt beam alld a first lells， i.e.， 
13 ill Fig. 6.1， betwen the first lens 13 and the second lens 14 in the fiber coupler， and 
between the second lens 14 and the focused position， respectively， and fI and 12 are focal 
lengths of the first and second lenses， respectively， the focused spot size of the beam，ω2， 
is converted as obeying Eq.(6.3). 

(まr=辻? (6.3) 

¥ん/

The confocal system with two lenses is convenient to produce a smaller focused spot組 d
positon the lenses by selecting focallellgths of lellses. 
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In oreder to obtain the good coupling efficiency the spot size into the fiber must be 
almost the same as the radius of the fiber core， 3.2μm. In case of our lens system， the 
two matching lenses has 11ニ400mm and 12=8.3 mm in focal length， then the Gaussian 
incident beam with a beam waist radius of W1 =164μm is reduced to the focused spot with 

a radius of合間=3.4μm
The lens 13 and the fiber coupler with the lens 14 in Fig. 6.1 are set as forming confocal 

system. The half-wave (入/2)plate， 12 in Fig. 6.1， fits the direction of the line polarization 
of the incident beam to the polarization direction of the fiber， which produced by the strong 
birefringence. 
The output edge of the fiber is cut with a slightly non-perpendicular angle to the fiber 

tranmission axis by a nipper for precise cutting. In case of using the diamond cutter， the 
incident and output edges consisting of the smooth sections perpendicular to the fiber axis 
form a kind of a FP cavity with a cavity length of the fiber's total length， and then the 
transmitted power fl.actuates due to the temperature change of the total length. Also， 
since the shape of the cut section decides the shape of the transmitted light， in order to 
obtain the circular beam geometry with Gaussian distribution， it is required to cut the 
fiber carefully. 

After a few trials and errors， the smooth section of the output edge of the fiber has been 
obtained. Fig 6.2 shows the output beam taken by an infrared CCD camera. Its shape can 

be regarded as almost circular. 

Figure 6.2: The photograph of the output beam from the optical fiber: the oblique lines 

and the spot nearby the center are caused by the protecting film of the CCD. 

The beam profile of the output beam through the lens of the fiber coupler， 16 in Fig. 
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6.1， with 10 mm in focallength is shown in Fig. 6.3. The output beam is regarded nearly 
錨 anideal Gaussia且 beam.
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Figure 6.3: The beam profile of the fiber transmitted beam: z is the distance from the fiber 
coupler， w is the beam radius， and the solid curve is a fit to the data by using Eq.(5.15). 
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Laser Transducer 

Two alighment mirrors， 13姐 d14， and the lens with a focallellgth of 300 mm， 17 in Fig. 
6.1 adjust the output beam from the fiber into the TEMoo mode of the FP cavity of the 
laser transducer. One mirror of the FP cavity is glued on a small aluminum block bonded 

to the edge of the disk antenna and forms an end mirror of the FP cavity， and the other 
is glued at組 alminumm部 ssuspellded by two tungusten wires and a front mirror of the 

FP cavity. The glue is an“alonealpha 201" of TOA GOSEI Co.， Inc. Since a suspended 
m部 S槌 apendulum behaves as almost the free falling mass at frequellcies higher thall the 
resoIIant frequency of the pendulum， it is considered that this suspellded mirror is fixed in 
an inertial frame at the resonant frequency of the disk antenlla. Moreover the suspension 

F除
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部 apendulum works to isolate the front mirror of the FP cavity from external noise at 
higher frequencies. 

The reflected light丘omthe FP cavity is modulated in amplitude responsing the phase 
fluctuation in the FP cavity and is detected by a rf detector， PD1 in Fig. 6.1， using 
a PIN silicon photodiode S3759， HAMAMATSU PHOTONICS K.K. (see Appendix A). 
The photodetector needs a low noise performance for sensitivity. 1 made it by applying 
a LC tank circuit resonant at the phase-modulation frequency 15 MHz of the laser. The 
signal detected by the photodetector is demodulated with a demodulator by mixing with 
a properly ph邸 e-shiftedreference oscillation， which consists of a passive double balanced 
mixer (R&K Inc. M1) and a low noise operatinal amplifier AD797 (ANALOG DEVICES 
Inc.). The demodulated signal， i.e.， the error signal， is長dback to the actuator， consisting 
of two coils and two magnets attached to the suspended m部 s，through the servo filter to 
lock the FP cavity on the resonace condition. By measuring the demodulated shot noise 
level of the photodetector部 afunction of the photocurrent， we can estimate the shot noise 
level of the 1錦町 transducerin operation. へ
Also the error signal from the 1部 er仕組sduceris transmitted to姐 A/Dconvereter， 

VME， which is able to acquire signals at fast frequencies， and to a UNIX workstation at 
last. A Gaussian fitting for the error signal data gives to the effective temperature of the 
transducer. 
Figure 6.4 shows the final set up of the optical elements. The pendulum is susupended as 

a double pendulum from two XZ-stages on the plate fixed at aluminum beams connected 
to the upper disk， and a photodetector (PD in Fig. 6.4)， a polarizing beam splitter (PBS)， 
a quadrupole plate (入/4)，and two coil bobins as the feedback actuator are fixed at a plate 
joined to the one of alminum beams. The two alignment mirrors， a matching lens， and 
the fiber coupler at the output side can be motorized to adjust the mode of the output 
laser light through the fiber to that of the FP cavity， and are Motorized mirror 1 and 2， 
Matching lens， and Fiber coupler in Fig. 6.4. An eddy current damping system [65] by 
strong Nd magnets is adopted on the upper m部 sof the double pendulum to suppress the 
pendulum motion at the resonant frequenciy of the upper pendulum. All cables for the rf 
and feedback signal， etc.， are wired to the BNC connectors ou the flauge of the vacuum _ 
tauk through simple isolation systems， which consist of two cupper blocks and two springs 'i 

with a large spring constant. 
The mechauical elements of the transducer are detailed iu the uext section. 

Parameters of the Fabry-Perot Cavity Table 6.1 shows the parameters of the mirrors 

used in the laser transducer， i.e.， the two mirrors of the FP cavity. The two mirrors have 
the s細 econcave shape with 1000 mm iu叩 vatureradius， are made of silica (produced 
by SHOWA Optronics Corp.)， which have <t20 x 10t mm iu dimeusion and 6.9 g iu weight， 
and the finesse of the FP cavity with these mirrors is about 3000. The concave surface of 
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Bread board 

Figure 6.4: The side view of the laser transducer 

the mirror is coated by dielectric multi-layers， the opposite surface has an anti-refiection 
coating. 

From above parameters， the storage times ca.n be calculated 

2LF 。
九ニヲ7勾 6.66x 10一目 [sec]. 

Since the quadrupole mode frequency of the ICRR disk is about 1.2 kHz， 

2πx l.2 X 103 
X 九<<1， 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

then the small displacement of the cavity length at 1.2 kHz can be regarded almost as the 

DC displacement. 

Frequency Stabilization System 

The frequency stabiblization is realized by using another frequency reference meter. By 
comparing the oscillaton frequency of the laser with the frequency reference， the laser 
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Parameter Symbol I Value I Units I 
refiectivity TZ 1.2 0.999 

curvature radius R 1000 mm 
cavity length L 10 mm 

finesse :F 3000 
beam waist radius 包b・ 155 μm 

free spectral range νFSR 15 GHz 

cut-off f民quency ム句、WHM 4.78 MHz 
geometrical factor g1g2 0.98 

higher-mode interval γ 0.045 

Table 6.1: Parameters of the FP cavity of the laser transucer 

frequency c佃 becontrolled so錨 tocompensate the difference between both frequencies. 
In the Pound-Drever method [58]， a FP cavity whose cavity length is completely fixed 
is regarded出 afrequency discrimin剖or，and the refiected light for the phase-modulated 
incident light to such a FP cavity is used to obtain the difference between the resonant 
合'equencyof the FP cavity and the laser frequency鎚 & 企equencynoise (see Section 5.2). 
This difference is a frequency noise. The feedback of the demodulated signal of the re宜ected
light， i.e.， the error signal as the frequency noise of the laser， to the 1鎚 ercan realize the 
frequency sもabilization.
The best method to obtain the frequency reference meter is to fix the two mirrors of 

a FP cavity by a spacer whose leng七hnever changes. In reality， however， such a spacer 
does not exist， and we cannot realize an absolute frequency reference. Thus the spacer 
of the FP cavity for the frequency stabi1ization must be made of a material which is not 
affected too much by the change of the surrounding environment， especially the change of 
temperature. The thermal expansion and contraction of the cavity length by the change of 

組問

temperature changes the resonant condition of the FP cavity. No control of the resonant -... 
condition causes that the locking point of the laser beam to the TEMOO mode will be off J 

from the FP cavity some time， and then we can not stabilize the仕equencyof the laser. 
In conclusion， two feedback systems紅 eneeded. One corresponds to the change of the 
resonant condition of the FP cavity， i.e.， the low frequency componenもsof the error signal， 
and the other stabilizes the frequency components around the resonant frequency of the 
antenna， the high frequency components. 
The low丘equencycomponents c組 becontrolled by changing the ca吋tylength of the 

FP cavity by，おrexample， a piezoelectric， or the oscillation frequency of the laser by the 
thermal control of the 1部 ercrystal， which follows the resonant condition of the FP. cavity. 
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1 selected the latter， and both low and high frequency components are fed back to the laser. 
As shown in Fig. 6.1， except of the feedback control system， the optical design for the 

f民quencystabilization detailed below is in priciple similar to that of the 1部 er仕組sducer.

The two alignment mirrors， 7 and 8 in Fig. 6.1， and the matching lens with a focal 

length of 400 mm， 6 in Fig. 6.1， adjust the Gaussian mode of the laser beam to the FP 

cavity. The FP cavity， 11 in Fig. 6.1， consists of two concave mirrors and a super-inver 
pipe to fix the mirrors. The super-inver cavity is installed in a vacuum tank and suspended 
as a pendulum for the purpose of seismic isolation on small isolation stacks， and the eddy 
current magnet damping is applied in oreder to suppress the pendulum motion. 
Aninverh錨 asmall thermal expansion coe伍cientequivalent to that of glass， for example， 

自intglass and Pyrex gl部 s.A super-inver h部 asmaller thermal exp組 sioncoeffi.cient， and 
the change of the cavity length of the super-inver FP cavity is smaller th組 thatmade of 
stainless， alminum， and etc.. 1n this case， it need not take a wide frequency bandwidth 

for the feedback control， and the thermal control of the laser crystal is easy. The actual 
feedback bandwidth of the low frequency components is less than 1 Hz， and the thermal 
control c組 followthe change of temperature well. 

Parameters of the Fabry・PerotCavity Table 6.2 shows the parameters of the mirrors 

used in the frequency stabilization FP cavity. The two mirrors have the same concave shape 

with 500 mm in curvature radius， are made of silica (produced by SHOWA Optronics 

Corp.)， which haveゆ20x 10t mm in dimension and 6.9 g in weight. 

Parameter I Symbol I Value I Units I 
reflectivity 2 

f1.2 0.99 

curvature radius R 500 ロ1m

cavity length L 300 mm 

finesse F 300 

beam waist radius Wo 279 μm 

free spectral range VPSR 500 MHz I 

cut-off frequency ム1ノPWHM 1.59 MHz 

geometrical factor glg2 0.16 

higher-mode interval γ 0.369 

Table 6.2: Parameters of the FP cavity for the frequency stabilization 

The cut-off frequency of the FP cavity，ムνFWHM'is about 1.6 MHz， so the frequency 
width for stabilization is enough， 100 kHz in width can be obtained easiliy. 
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Thermal Expansion of the Fabry-Perot Cavity To maintain the resonant condition 
of the FP cavity， it is better that the cavity length of the reference FP cavity for the 

frequency stabilization is部 cons同ntas possible. In order to realize superiority as the 
reference， we chose the super-inver pipe to fix the two mirrors. The thermal expansion 
coe伍cientof our super也 verpipe， which is made by Daido Steel Co.， Ltd. is 0.668 x 1O-6/K 
at room temperature， it is smaller than that of Pyrex glass， 2.8 x 1O-6/K， and as small出

that of五lsedsilica，about 0.5 x 1O-6/K. 
Let us consider the c部 eof no feedback control of the low frequency components泊 the

error signal. 
If the change of the cavity length due to thermal expansion and contraction is smaller 

than the FWHM of the FP cavity， the control of the oscillation frequency of the 1部 erto 
maintain the resonant condition of the FP cavity is not needed， i.e.， when 

ムL< OLFWHM， (6.6) 

we need not to feed back the low frequency components to the 1部 er，where t:J.L is the change 

of the cavity length. From the thermal expansion coefficient of the super-inver pipe， which 
is defined as 

1 dl 
(6.7) 

lodT' 

where lo is length at 0 oC (293 K). lislength at T K， and T is temperature， and parameters 
of the FP cavity， if the change of temperature 

ムT< 8.5 X 10-3 [K]， (6.8) 

the change of the cavity length is less th組 OLFWHM. This indicates that the change 
of temperature of the FP cavity must be less than 10 mK in case of no thermal control. 
Evenおrthe vacuum tank at the underground site， it is impossible to realize the change of 
temperature less than 10 mK. The feedback control to match the oscillation frequency of 
the 1部 erlight to the resonant frequency of the FP cavity must be done. 

6.2 1¥征echanicalDesign 

In this section， 1 present七hemechanical components and elements of the laser transducer 
and the frequency stabilization system. 

6.2.1 Prototype Transducer 

In order to develop the laser transducer， it must be made sure whether the FP cavity， which 
consists of the fixed mirror and the suspended mirror， is locked at the resonant condition 
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on the antenna. Because， as mentioned in Chapter 4， and as shown in Fig. 4.5， the whole 
antenna is swinging slowly with larger amplitudes than those on the ground at the lower 

frequency region， it is difficult to control the cavity length of the transducer by feedback. 
Because the pendulum motion is amplified at the resonant frequency of the pendulum. 
Therefore 1 made a prototype transducer and verified to be able to lock the FP cavity at 
the resonant condition on the antenna. 
Figure 6.5 shows a prototype transducer. It consisted of a single pendulum，出ldTable 

6.3 shows the specifications. 

lSuspended mass I 

t"'" 

material 
dimension 
weight 
support 

Suspension 

material 
dimension 

resonant frequency 

alminum alloy 5056 

4>40 x 60 mm L 
193 g 

two grooves， 0.2 mm deep 
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Table 6.3: The specifications of the prototype transducer 

A suspended mass made of an aluminum alloy 5056 fixed the mirror by three screws 
weighs about 200 g， and wぉ suspendedby two loops of the tungsten wires with 0.1 mm in 

diameter. The hole of 10 mm diameter was hollowed in the mass for the laser beam， and 
the hole of 21 mm diameもerand 10 mm depth for the mirror. 
The wire length was 220 mm， and the resonant frequency of the suspension was 1.06 

Hz. Two wires were fixed at a movable plate on the top plate connected with the beam 
connecting to the upper disk. Since the movable plate with micrometers can change the 

F帆 inclinationof the mirror mass， i.e.， control the pitch and yaw of the mirror， and is available 
for the rough alignment. However this plate is not fixed firmly and easy to recieve external 
noise， for example， the seiemic noise， so the high sensitivity could not be hoped. 
Also the suspended m部 shas two magnets glued at the opposite side to the mirror 

attぬ edside (Nd:Fe magnet， 2 mm in diameter and 10 mm in length). These and two 
fixed coil bobins form出eactuator for the feedback control. Two coils， denoting 1組 d2
for convenience， have almost the same performance. If the impedance of the coil is defined 
as R+jωL， each measured R and L of the two coils are as shown in Table 6.4. 
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Wire length 
220mm 

Mirrors 

Resonant antenna 

恥1ass
(O.2kg) 

川 Coil& 
[1m川 Coilsupport 

LJ (fixed) 

Figure 6.5: The prototype transducer (side view) 
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L[H] 

Table 6.4: Impedance par剖netersof the actiator coils 

Also， by the measurement of force for dc current flowing in the coils， the driving forces 
of the two coils were given. Both coils have the same driving force 0.124 N / A. 

6.2.2 Improvement of the Transducer 

The major improvement of the transducer is to design a suspension system utilizing a 
double pendulum. The double pendulum improves the isolation ratio from the external 
noise. It was hoped that the m姐 ypeaks above 100 Hz of the prototype transducer were 
removed， and the high sensitivity w錨 glven.
Also 1 made new electric circuits， a photodetector and a servo control filetr for the feed-

back control， to obtain a low noise servo system. 

Figure 6.6， 6.7 show the laser transducer consisting of the double pendulum. 
In this section 1 describe each mechanical component of the improved transducer in 

detail. 

Double Pendulum Suspension 

The vibration isolation ratio for an n-stage suspension system， at frequencies higher than 
its resonances， can be approximated by 
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where x's denote the displacements， and 10 and 1紅 ea resonant frequency of the suspension 

and the frequency of the input vibration， respectively. From Eq.(6.9)， it is apparent that 
the multi stage suspension system realizes a high isolation ratio. 
1 made a 2-stage suspension， a double pendulum: the upper and lower mぉ sare made 

of aluminum alloy 5056， each shape is 45 mm x 50 mm x 75 mm and ゆ55mm x 70 mm， 
respectively. A hole with 10 mm in diameter is hollowed in the lower mass to pass the laser 
beam， and a hole with 20 mm in diameter and 9 mm in depth for the mirror to attach the 

mirror. Two magnets (Nd:Fe magnet， 1 mm in diameter and lOmm in length) are attached 
to the opposite side of the mirror. 
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Figure 6.6: The design of the trar 
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Figure 6.7: The design of the transducer (side view) 
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The double pendulum suspension aims for increasing the islation ratio to suppress exter-
nal noises caused by mechanical components， especially， the beam connected to the upper 
disk. 

Also I adopted a lower m部 sheavier th組 them部 sof the prototype transducer. The 
re鎚 onis to decrease the thermal noise of the pendulum motion even slightly [4可.

Flexible Supports 

The flexible supports are one of the vibration isolation systems. These are conbimed with 
the double pendulum suspension組 dwere designed to obtain a larger ratio of the vibration 

isolation. The flexible supports ar~ m凶eof phosphor bronze， and the main part of these 
is a beam which has 1 mm in thlckhess， 15 mm in width， and 15 mm  in length. Its 
calculated fundamental resonant frequency from the shape of the beam and the suspended 
masses is 79 Hz. The calculated second resonant frequency is 11.56 kHz. In the frequency 府内

region from the fundamental to the second resonant frequency， a vibration trぉ missionof 
such a beam decreases as being proportional to p. In order to obtain a good vibration 
isolation， the fundamental resonant frequency of the beam is as low出 possible，and the 
second resonant frequency is a little higher th組 atraget frequency， i.e.， the resonant 
frequency of the antenna (see [66]). When the second resonant frequency is lower th組 the
resonant frequency of the antenna， the third， fourth， or higher resonance might coincide 
with the antenna resonance， because thsese resonances exist continuously at企equencles
higher than the second resonance. Although the isolation of the double pendulum reduces 
these resonance， it is better that the antenna resonance exists between the fundamental 

and second resonant frequencies of the beam. 
The lower fundamental frequency of the beam of the fl.exible support， which is given 

by a thinner or longer shape of the beam， gives a high isolation ratio from vibrations of 

a supported point， i.e.， the beam connecting to the upper disk. Considering the large 

amplitude of the motion of the upper disk at lower frequencies， the fundamental frequency 
should not be less than 20 Hz. The pendulum motion might amplifies the fundamental 
reson組 ceof the beam of the fl.exible support， and then the feedb叫 controlof the FP 
cavity will become hard. 80 1 designed the shape of the fl.exible support which had the 
fundamental frequency between 20 Hz and 100 Hz. 

Eddy Current Damping 

A pendulum amplifies the external motion at the resonant frequency. A double pendulum 
amplifies so large， when resonant frequencies of two pendulums are almost the same. Unless 
the pendulum motion is suppressed， it is impossible to feedback-control the FP cavity. In 
order to suppress this large motion of the pend ulum， 1 adopted an eddy current damping 
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applied to the upper m出 s.The damping force is produced between 8 strong Nd:Fe magnets 
with 20 mm in diameter and 5 mm in thickness and supresses the pendulum motion of the 
upper mass， and the motion of the lower mass is suppressed automatically. 
The damping magnets are supported flexibly by a phosphor bronze beam. If the magnets 

are supported rigidly， external noises at its supported point fluctuates the magnets so 
that the damping to the upper m出 sweakens. In order to prevent the upper m部 sfrom 

fluctuating， the magnets should be isolated. 
In the simple model for magnets regarded as a concentrated m部 sand the beam， its 

fundamental resonant frequency is about 40 Hz~ 

Vertical Vibration Isolation 

Vertical vibration can easily couple to the horizontal motion and cause noise. In order to 

isolate the vertical vibration， two rectangular blade springs are inserted at the suspension 
point of the upper mass. The spring has 0.5 mm in thickness， 8 mm in width， and 40 
mm in length， and is made of phosphor bronze which is nonmagnetic組 dc組 beused in 
vacuum. Its fundamental resonant frequency is 20 Hz， and waS designed to isolate vertical 
vibration above this frequency. However the effect of the springs was not observed. 

Alignment Control Using Motordrives 

Since the suspension system is installed in the vacuum tank， the double pendulum should 
be controlled from outside the tank to align the lower mass to the incident beam. For 
simplicity， the alignment is realized by controlling the positioll of one of the suspension 
points of the pendulum. The upper m出 sis suspended by two tungsten wires; one is品目d
at the XZ-stage with micrometers， and the other is fixed at the XZ-stage with motordrives. 
By using motordrives， the yaw and pitch of the lower mass can be controlled. However， 
since cha且gesof the yaw and pitch of the mirror by motordrives are large 組 daffect the 

mode matching of the FP cavity considerably， the motordrive control of the XZ stage紅 e
used only for a rough control: above 1μm from the motordrive specification. The fine 
alighnment to match the incident beam to the mode of the FP cavity is controlled by two 
alignment mirrors， 18 and 19 in Fig. 6.1， which are conもrolledby motordrives， too. Since 
motordrives equipped with alignment mirrors produce a small change of the inclination of 

the mirror， they enables to align the incident beam to the TEMoo mode :finely. 

Table 6.5 shows the specifications of the improved pendulum. 
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Upper mass 

material I alminum alloy 5056 
dimension 145 x 50 x 75 mm L 

weight I 516.2 g 
support I two wires and blade spring湾

|Suspension of the upper m錨 sl

material I tungβten 
dimension Iゆ0.1mm X 220 mm 

resonant frequency I 1.62 Hz 
Lower mass 

material 
dimension 
weight 
support 

Suspension of the lower mass 

material 

dimension 
resonant frequency 
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tungsten 
ゆ0.1mm x 220 mm 
1.64 Hz 

Table 6.5: The specifications of the double pendulum 

6.2.3 Frequency Stabilization 

Figure 6.8 shows the FP cavity in the small vacuum tank for the frequency stabilization. 
The super-inver cavity is 330 mm in length， 30 mm in diameter， and is hollowed out with 
a diameter of 15 mm組 da length of 300 mm and with a diameter of 20 mm and a length 
15 mm at both ends. The two mirrors are fixed by screw rings at both ends of the cavity. 
The FP cavity itself is suspeuded as a double peudulum from the top plate ou the isolatiou 
stacks. The cavity h部 about1400 g iu m邸 s，aud the upper mass， Copper block in Fig. 
6.8， is made of copper with a mass of 1200 g， which is damped its pendulum motion by 8 
Nd magnets. 
Firstly， we locked the laser beam to the FP cavity in this system. 1u cぉ ethat the upper 

m部 swas not damped very well， the peudulum motiou of the super-inver cavity would 
make it hard to lock at the resouauce couditiou. However， the copper block was damped 
very well， we could lock easily on the resonance， and two feedback control systems， the 
feedbacks of the lower組 dhigher frequency componeuts of the error signal to the 1部 er，
were realized. They works stably， and the frequency stabilizatiou succeeded. 
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g magnet support 

Suspension wires 
(55mm) 

SUS block & rubber stacks 

Figure 6.8: Fab1'y-Pe1'ot cavity fo1' the frequency stabilization 

Seconarily， we tried to lock the laser beam through the optical fiber. Figure 6.9 shows 

the stabilization system utilizing the output beam from the optical fiber. The output beam 

is divided into two optical paths by the polarized beam splitter (PBS in Fig. 6.9)， one is 
for the transduce1' (TRD) and the other is aligned to the FP cavity (Cavity) through a 

matching lens (f: 400 mm in focal length) by two motorized mirror (Motorized mirror 1 & 
2). The refiected light from the cavity is detected by a photodetecto1' (PD， see Appendix 
A). Two mirro1's， M1 and M2， chnage the height of the optical path 
Two feedback controls of the lowe1' and highe1' frequency components worked stably and， 

this system is operating now. This system which uses the output beam from the fiber aims 
to suppress an external noise which is mixed into the beam through the optical fiber， for 
example， the vibration of the rotary pump and a sound noise. If the optical fiber picks up 
such a noise， this system can reduce it. 

1n conclusion， the displacement noise of the t1'ansducer with the second frequency stabi-
lization system did not change from that of the fi1'st system. This indicates that the optical 

fiber does not pick up external noises. 
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Fi伊ue6.9: Setting of the frequency stabilization system in the antenna vacuum tank 

6.3 Servo Control Design 

1n order to operate the laser transducer， three feedback control systems紅 edeigned and 
1 made each servo control circuit for feedback as shown in Appendix A. One is a pendu-
lum servo to lock the FP cavity to the laser on the resonance. The others are frequency 
stabilization servos， a feedback servo for the frequency stabilization to stabilize high fre-
quency components and a servo to thermally-control the laser crystal at low frequencies. 

The block diagrams of these feedback servos are shown in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11. The 
low and high frequency servos for the frequency stabilization have fundamentally the same 
feedback structure，組dare represented by the diagram shown ill Fig. 6.11. 
These three servo control systems are simple negative feedback systems. A feedback loop 

supresses a signal coming into the system by 1 + G， where G is the open loop gaill of the 

feedback loop， and outputs as an error signal. 1n order to obtain a true sigllal， the error 
signal must be compensated by the open loop gain. 
The feedback loop and the error signal are analyzed by the FFT servo analyzer， we call 

obtain the true signal from the measured transfer functiolls. 
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Figure 6.10: Servo control block diagram for the 1部 ertransducer: synbols are explained in 
the text. 
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Figure 6.11: Servo control block diagram for the frequency stabilization: symbols訂 e

explained in the text. 
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6ふ 1 Loop of the Laser Transducer 

Figure 6.10 shows a feedback servo loop of the laser 仕組sducer. FTRD' STRD' and P 
are transfer functions of the FP cavity， the servo cOl1trol filter， and the pel1dulum with the 
actuator， respectively. ndisplacement is a small displacement of the cavity length of the FP 

cavity， and is output部 theerror sigl1al， Ve， compensated by the opel1 loop gain. ndetector 
and nservo are a detector's l10ise from the photodetector and the noise of the servo control 
filter， respectively 

The error sinal of the tral1sducer， Ve， is written 

VD = FTRD _ 
e-1+FTRDSTRDPudisplacement， (6.10) 

where the open loop g泊nis FTRDSTRDP， ndisplacement presents， when gravitational 
waves passil1g， the small displacementof the cavity lel1gth caused by a the vibratiol1al .-.. 
motion of the antenna， which is generated by gravitatiol1al waves， but naturally includes I 

some other noises which cause a displacement noise: a seismic l10ise through the isolation 
stacks， a thermal l10ise of the mechal1ical elemel1ts， a radiation pressure noise of the laser 

light， a frequency noise of the 1節目 light，and etc. Also the detector's l1oise， ndetectof' and 
the nosie of the servo cOl1trol filter nservo， come into the servo loop at each point as showl1 
in Fig. 6.10. Each l10ise is reduced by technical improvemel1ts as much as possible， when 
no gravitational wave passing， the output of the transducer， i.e.， the error signal， becomes 
the sum of these noise， and is measured as the displacement noise. 
Assuming that the servo control system doesn 't contain any electric noises， the displace-

ment noise of the transducer is given by 

n-|1+FTRDSTRDPI 
displacement = I li'rn.....r>. I Ve. 

I l'TRD I 
(6.11) 

In reality， electric l10ises increse the displacement noise， and cOlltribute to the displacement 
noise with each corresponding gain in the servo loop. 

6.3.2 Loop of the Frequency Stabilization 

In c出 eof the frequency stabilizatioll， two feedbacks are lleeded. One corresponds to 
changing the laser oscillatioll frequency slowly， which follows the challge of the cavity length 
due to the thermal expallsioll caused by the change of胞mperature，i.e.， the low frequency 
components of the error Sigllal from the FP cavity. The other is a llormal frequency 
stabilization， the stabilization of the high frequellcy components. A servo control filter for 
the low仕equenciesfeeds back the error signal to the thermal control of the laser crystal， 
and a servo for the high frequencies to the piezoelectirc of the laser. In their feedback 
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loops in Fig. 6.11， FFS' SFS' and L are each transfer function of the FP cavity， a servo 
control filter of the low or high frequencies， i.e.， and the thermal control of the laser crystal 
or the piezoelectric which modulates the laser frequency， respectively. nfreq.noie shows a 

frequency f1.uctuation of the low or high frequency components， i.e.， a frequency noise of 

the laser， is obtained as the error signal suppressed by 1 + Gヲ whereG is each open loop 
gam. 
When the low frequency componenets訂 estabilized， i.e.， the thermal controlおllowsthe 

thermal exp組 sionof the cavity length and the laser beam is locked at the TEMoo mode of 
the FP cavity stably， a long-term frequency stabilization at high frequencies can be realized 
and frequency componenets at the 組 tennaresonance can be stabilized. In this case， the 
丘equencynoises of these two loops are obtained as 

り FFS _ 
e - 1 + FFSSFSL llfreq.noise' 

(6.12) 

where FFSSFSL is each open loop gain of stabilization servos， FFSVe is the stabilized 

frequency noise. ndetector and nservひ aredetector's noise創ldnoise of the servo control 
filter， respectively. The frequency noise of the laser is suppressed by the 1 +open loop gain， 
and this frequency-stabilized beam is used for the transducer. 
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Chapter 7 

Performance of the Laser Transducer 

In this chapter， 1 present experimental results of the laser transducer and its noise carac-

teristics. 調へ

7.1 Measurement of the Displacement Noise 

Firstly the original version of the 仕組sducer，the prototype transducer， that has a simple 

pendulum stage is desribed. Second the improved version with double pendulum stages， 
the improved transducer， is presented. 

7.1.1 Displacement Noise of the Prototype Transducer 

The FP cavity of the prototype transducer is locked to the laser beam by using a suitable 
servo control filter. The locking stability is determined by the servo filter. The electric 
circuit of the servo filter is shown in Appendix A. The open loop transfer function of the 
servo loop determines the properties of the performance of the FP cavity. 

Figure 7.1 shows the schematic diagram to control the FP cavity， where the ratio CH-
BjCH-A gives the open loop transfer function with noise applied. This me邸 urementgives 
the transfer function shown in Fig. 7.2 by a FFT servo analyzer (R9211C， ADVANTEST 
Corp.). The FP cavity of the prototype transducer was stably locked on the reson組 ce
condition with a UGF of 400 Hz and phase margin 250 • The error signal includes the 
componenets of the antenna resonance at 1.2 kHz with a good S/N ratio because the open 
loop gain is high and the noise is low. Fig. 7.3 shows the Fourier-tarnsformed error signal 
of the prototype transducer， i.e.， the displacement noise of the prototype laser transducer. 

Before discussing the noise figure of the transducer， 1 breifly present the calibration. 
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Errors取la1
CH・B

Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of the servo control of the FP cavity. The refiected light 
from the FP cavity is used to lock the cavity to the incident laser beam. The open loop 
transfer function is measured by an FFT analyzer to calculate the ratio CH-B/CH-A. 
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Figure 7.2: Bode diagram of the open loop transfer functioll of the transducer: (a) the 
amplitude gain， (b) the phase. Above 10 kHz the transfer function w部 llotmeasured 
because of the insufficiellt sensitivity. 
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Figure 7.3: Displaceme，nt noise spectrum of the prototype transducer. Some peaks at 
50， 100， 150 Hz， and ・..， are originated from the power-line frequency at 50 Hz and its 
harmonics， and there are many peaks caused by mechanical resonaces above 100 Hz. 
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Calibration 

In order to estimate the sensitivity of the transducer， the error signal from the locked FP 
cavity is converted into the corresponding displacement noise. There are two ways to ob-
tain the calibration factor from the error signal to the displacement. 

One way is to calculate the ratio of the interferometer gain between the Michelson interfer-
ometer which uses the front mirror of the FP cavity and the FP cavity. Both configurations 
are shown in Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5. Because the Michelson's gain is reliably obtained by 
known p訂 ameters

As shown in Fig. 7.4， before installing the FP cavity， we make a Michelson interferometer 
consisting of the suspended mirror， i.e.， the front mirror， and another fixed mirror. The 
output of the Michelson interferometer at CH-B is given by 

Knax + Vmin . Vmax -vr・

CH-B=2+2sin(2kz)， (7.1) 

where Vmax and Vmin are the maximum and minimum output signal intensities， respectively， 
k is the wavenumber of the light and x is the displacement of the suspended mirror. If the 
position of the suspended mirror is controlled so that sin(2kx) = 0， a small departure from 
this equilibrium position produces the output 

CH-B = 2kAox， (7.2) 

where Ao is the possible maximum output of the Michelson interferometer divided by two 
，(Vmαz一丸山)/2.Next we find a transfer functionαfrom the voltage applied at the actuator 
to the displacement of the front mirror. Since the pendulum motion is proportional to 1/ F 
at frequencies higher than the resonance of the suspension， x becomes x =α/ F. The ratio 
CH-B/CH-A in Fig. 7.4 gives the transfer fUllction from the actuator to the Michelson 
interferometer through the pelldulum 

CH-B 2kA。α
CH-A J2 

(7.3) 

Applying a sinusoidal signal to the actuator， the output signal accords to the above equa-
tion， which gives α. 

Simirarly， CH-B/CH-A ill Fig. 7.5 gives a transfer function from the actuator to the 
error Sigllal: 

CH-Bα9 

CH-A J2' 
(7.4) 

where βis a gain from the displacement to the signal voltage of the FP cavity. 
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Fixedmi町'Or

Figure 7.4: Calibration scheme bya Michelson interferometer. The ratio CH-BjCH-A gives 
the transfer function from the actuator to the output of the Michelson interferometer on 
the resonance. 

CH-B 

Figure 7.5: Calibration scheme of the FP cavity. The ratio CH-BjCH-A is a transfer 
function from the actuator to the output of the FP cavity on the resonance. 
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Figure 7.6: Calibration factors in the Michelson interferometer and the FP cavity: the 
solid circles show the gain curve in the Michelson interferometer， which was satisfactorily 
me部 uredbelow 100 Hz， and the circles the gain curve the FP cavity. By these two fitting 
lines， we obtain the fuction，β， between the displacement and the error signal in the FP 
cavity. 

Gains of each transfer function， CH-BjCH-A， had been me加 uredand紅 eshown in Fig. 
7.6. Two fitted lines for the Michelson interferometer and for the FP cavity give the value 
of s， i.e.， the calibration factor of the FP cavity to the displacement. 
We obtained 

2kA。α243

J2 J2 ' 
(7.5) 

and 
αF 
J2 

4.8 X 106 

J2 
(7.6) 

where Ao = 1.98 V.These equations give s = 2.4 X 1011 V jm. The value of s changed， 
however， for different measurements with new settings of the Michelson interferometer， 
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because the same alignment of the mirrors was not realized in every setting. 
Although the calibration way utilizing the Michelson interferometer is not good and the 

βvalue changes， the order of βW部 constantly1011， and βof the improved transducer with 
the double pendulum w部 constantlythe order of 1011 . 

The other calibration way to obtain the gain of the FP cavity is to utilize the frequency 
noise of the 1錨 erlight. 
From Eq.(5.47) where a laser light with some frequency noise，ムν'n，is injected into a FP 

cavity with a cavity length of L， the frequency noise causes displacement noise (ムVn/ν)L.
If the noise output of the tr組 sducercan be explained almost by only the frequency noise 
of the laser邸 usuallysatisfied， we can estimate the displacement noise corresponding to 
the frequency one. 
From the results of the frequency stabilization described in the next section， it is ob-

tained that the frequency noise of the 1蹴 rlight is f'J 1 Hz/ JHZ at 10 kHz. This frequency 
noise corresponds to 3.5 x 10-17 m/5z in terms of displacement noise of the FP cavity 竹
laser transducer with a cavity length of 10 mm. The noise of the laser transducer without 
the frequency stabi1ization is constantly 3.5 rv 4.0 X 10-17 m/ JHZ at 10 kHz. From the 
above， the FP cavity of the laser transducer h部 thecalibrationfactor of about 1 x 1011 V /m. 

Above two methods give alomost the same value for s to be the order of 1011 V /m. In 
C鎚 eof utilizing the Michelson interferometer， however， since the setting of the Michelson 
interferometer considerably affects its output， it is di伍cultto obtain the accurate value of 
the gain of it. On the other hand， the way converting the frequency noise outputs is almost 
consta.nt within an error of the order of 10 %. 
For the purpose of the calibration， 1 selected the way using the frequency noise of the 

laser for accuracy， and used the Michelson interferometer method to check the order. 

Noise measurement 

Fi伊lfe7.3 shows that the‘ prototype transducer had a sensitivity of about 1.0 x 10-15 

m/、1Hzat the antenna resonance. It is considered that below 100 Hz the seismic noise was 
dominant， and at frequencies higher than 100 Hz many peaks were produced by mechanical 
resonances of the transducer system. The attainable sensitivity of the prototype transducer 
W錨 about1.0 x 10ー16m/ V'HZ， which wぉ ob悶 vedabove 10 kHz and limited by the noise 
of the photodetector. The 阿部onthat the sensitivty did not attain 1.0 x 10-16 m/、1Hzat 

the 印刷maresonance w出 notidentified， one possibility is七hatthe plate for the pendulum 
suspenslOn w部 unstable.
In conclusion this level， 1 X 10-16 m/ゾHzis w出 badbecause even the frequency noise 

of the laser was not observed at higher frequency. 
Although the sel1sitivity was l10t good and many mechal1ical reSOl1al1Ce peaks above 100 
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Hz prevented from attaining a higher sensitiviy， the prototype transducer attained contin-
uous operation. It w部 provedthat it is possible to operate the laser transducer consisting 
of the FP cavity on the antenna， and the isolation stacks wぉ effectivein locking the FP 
cavity at the resonance condition. 

To improve the sensitivity， 1 introduced a double pendulum to the transducer for higher 

isolation ratio of external noises， and improved electric circuits with lower noise. 

7.1.2 Displacement Noise of the Improved Thansducer 

The FP cavity of the improved laser transducer could be continuously locked at the res-
on組 cecondition. Figure 7.7 shows the displacement noise spectrum of this transducer 
compared with that of the prototype transducer. 
We maintained the locking of the FP cavity for over one week. This me組 sthat we can 

operate this sy坑emfor a long time unless any excess vibrations such as earthquakes紅 e
caused. The gain of the FP cavity， however， changed from hour to hour corresponding to 
the change of ambient temperature through the inclination of the disk caused by expansion 
and contraction of the isolation stacks introduced the change of beam alignment. This is a 
problem we cannot avoid， and in order to maintain the gain of the FP cavity constant the 
axis of the incident beam to the transducer had to adjusted frequently so槌 tocancel the 

inclination of the isolation stacks. 
As shown in Fig. 7.7， at higher frequency the sensitivity of the transucer w出 improved.

Many peaks caused by mechanical resonances were removed and the noise of the photode-
tector w部 alsoreduced. 
Below 100 Hz the seismic noise w出 dominatsimilary to that of the protype transducer. 

The noise level in the frequency range of tens of Hz w部 smallerthan the level measured 
by the seisomometer shown in Fig. 4ふItis considered that the noise figure below 100 

Hz shows the seismic noise reduced by the isolation stacks. Because the mirror of the 
double pendulum is isolated from the seismic noise by he isolation ratio of the pendulum 
at frequency higher than the resonance of the pendulum motion， it is supposed that the 
seismic noise through the isolation stacks vibrates the end mirror attached to the antenna 
edge together with the whole antenna. In this case， however， the measured noise spectrum 
shows that the isolation stacks did not work as calculated around tens of Hz. In the later 
section this problem is discussed again. 

We shall examine the noise of the transducer in detail later. Figure 7.8 and Fig. 7.9 
show noise spectra below 2 kHz and 10 kHz with a bandwidth of 1.25 Hz and 6.25 Hz， 
respectively. 
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Figure 7.7: Displacement noise spectra: the solid curve shows the noise of the improved 
transducer， and the dashed curve the noise of the prototype transducer. There紅 esome 
peaks orignated from the power-line frequency at 50 Hz. The sensitivity of the transducer 
W鎚 improvedat higer frequency. 
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Figure 7.8: Displacement noise spectrum of the transducer. Peaks near 750 and 1500 Hz 
were caused by the tuぬかmolecuarpump， and the peak of the antenna resonance can be 
seen at about 1180 Hz . 

Figure 7.9: Displacement noise spectrum of the transducer up to 10 kHz. Peaks near 0.75， 
1.5， and 2.2 kHz were caused by the tuぬかmolecuarpump， alld the reson組 ceat about 4.2 
kHz is discussed ill the llext section. 
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Fi思lfe7.10: Examples of the frequency noise of the Nd:YAG laser: of 50 mW  1出 erof 3 m 
interferometer in Tsubono group of Univ.of Tokyo (solid line) and of 500 m W  1部 erof 20 
m interferometer in NAO at Mitaka (dashed line). 

Peaks at about 750 Hz and 1500 Hz corresponding to the rotation frequency of the 
turbo-moleculer pump and its second harmonics can be seen in Fig.' 7.8， and also its 
third harmonics in Fig. 7.9. These resonances are caused by the vibration of mechanical 
elements: the isolation stacks， signal cables， or the optical fiber， and which induces a phase 
noise in the FP cavity are produced by the turbo司 moleculerpump. Stopping the turbo-
molecul前 rpump， these peaks vanished. Since then 1 have been operating the transducer 
without the turbcトmoleculerpump. While a level of vacuum went worse， the noise figure 
did not change. 
The resonance at about 4.2 kHz is discussed in the next section. 
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The peak of 1184 Hz in Fig. 7.8is certainly the ar山 nna'smotion of the (2，1，1) quadrupole 
mode. Because it had observed that the amplitude of the peak increased when the antenna 

W錨 slightlyexcited in vacuum. The other (0，1，1)， (1，1，1)， and (3，1，1) modes are the 
calculated to be 1812 Hz， 1387 Hz， and 1815 Hz， respectively. Other peaks紅 enot clear 
whether they were caused by mode vibrations or mechanical resonances irrelevant to modal 
oscillations of the antenna. 
From Fig. 7.7， 7.8， and 7.9， it is considered that the fl.oor level of the noise spectrum 

cooresponds to the frequency noise of the 1部 er.Because the typical frequency noise of the 
Nd:YAG 1郡 白筋 shownin Fig. 7.10 coincides well with the corresponding displacement 
noise of the FP cavity with a cavity length of 10 mm. For example， a frequency noise level 
of 10 Hzj AZ at 1 kHz部 shownin Fig. 7.10 becomes a displacement noise of 3.5 x 10-16 

mjゾHz，which agrees well with the noise of the transducer. 
From the above results， we had to construct the frequency stabilization system for the 

laser frequency noise in order to verify that the frequency noise limits the noise level of the 

r improved transducer， and to acheive a higher sensitivity. 

7.2 Frequency Stabilization 

The configuration of the frequency stabilization system was shown in Chapter 6. In this 
section I present the measurements of the frequency stabilization. 
The frequency stabilization system worked stably. For over one week the FP cavity for 

the frequency stabilization had been locked and the mode matching of the FP cavity and 
the alignment of the beam had hardly changed. The thermal control of the 1節目 crystal
almost completely worked by feedback less than 1 Hz. In conclusion， the frequency stability 
W部 achievedan su血cientlevel， and the stability less than 0.1 HzjJHi w部 easilyobtained 
at 1 kHz. 
We shall discuss the results of the frequency stabilization in detail. 

7.2.1 Measurement of the Frequency Stabilization Gain 

Figure 7.11 and Fig. 7.12 show the intensity of the transmitted light of the FP cavity and 
the error signal from the FP cavity部 afunction of the frequency of the 1部 er，which is 
centered at the resonance of the TEMoo mode and normarized by the phase-modulation 
frequency， 15 MHz. The data were taken鎚 follows:since the FP cavity is held by the 

super-inver pipe， we can ignore the thermal expansion of the cavity in short time scale and 
部 sumethat the phase signal corresponds to only the frequency shift of the laser. A very 
slowly increasing or decreasing voltage applied to the thermal control of the 1蹴 r(SLOW 
BNC connector) shifts the osillation frequency of the laser， and then a suitable voltage 
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府内
Figure 7.11: Transmitted intensity部 afunction of the normalized frequency of the laser: 
the circles are outputs of the photodetector， and the solid line is a fit of the function of 
the transmission intensity， Eq.(5.6). fm is the phase-modulation frequency， 15 MHz. The 
fitting gives the finesse of the FP cavity to be 309. 
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Figure 7.12: Error signal as a function ofthe normalized frequency: the circles are measured 
data， and the solid curve is a fit of the function of the frequency response. 
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Figure 7.13: Bode diagram of the open loop transfer function of the frequel1cy stabilization 
system: (a) the gain， (b) the phase， a凶 thesolid lines紅 ethe calc吐atedtransfer function 
on the basis of those of the servo loop. About 40 dB stabilization would be realized at the 
antenna resonace. 

F楓

which matches the frequency of tha laser to the TEMoo mode of the FP cavity can be 
obtained. Here a sine-wave voltage with， for example， 8 V in amplitude and 1 Hz in 
frequency， is also applied to the piezoelectric of the laser (FAST BNC connector)， then the 
osci11ation frequeny of the laser is modulated around the frequency of the TEMoo mode by， 
in case of 8 V， about土 30MHz. Then we can obtain the intensities of the refiected and 
transmitted light of the FP cavity， and the error signal 拙 afunction of the frequency of 
the laser around the TEMoo mode. This scanning with respect to the frequency of the 1節目

allows to obtain precisely the response of the FP cavity for the phase-modulated light. 
From the intensity of the transmitted light the finesse of the FP cavity can be calcu-

lated， and from a voltage which modulates the phase-modulation frequency， 15 MHz， the 
frequency change for a voltage applied to the FAST BNC connector of the laser， can be 
extraced. 
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In Fig. 7.11 the intensity of the transmitted light and a theoretical宣tof the fuction of 
Eq.(5.6) gave 309 in finesse， and this value indicates the mirrors of the FP cavity have 99 
% in reflectivity鎚 designedand a frequency bandwidth for the stabilization is obtained 
over 100 kHz. In Fig. 7.11 the voltage applied to the FAST BNC is converted into the 
frequency of the laser by the transfer function of the piezoelctric of the 1出 erand furthermore 
the frequency is normalized by the phase-modulation frequency， 15 MHz. Also a ratio 

between the power of the carrier and that of the sideband gave the phase-modulation 
index， m = 0.556. This is under the condition of m < 1 explained in Chapter 5. 
The fitting curve in Fig. 7.12 shows the change of the error signal as a function of the 

frequency of the laser produced by the voltage apllied to the poezoelectric， and we can 
obtain the gain of the FP cavity for the frequency stabilization. It w部1.1X 105 Hz/V. 
As shown in Fig. 7.13， the gain of the戸leasuredopen loop transfer function of the 

frequency stabilization servo loop agreed well with the calculated one from the transfer 
functions of the FP cavity， electric circuits， and the piezoelectric of the laser. At the res-
on組 tfrequency of the antenna 40 dB gain w部 obtained.If the frequecncy noise of the 吋
Iぉeris typi叫 ly10 Hz/v'HZ at 1 kHz， 40 dB gain r仙 cesthe frequency noise below 0.1 
Hz/v'HZ， which cooresponds to the noise level of about 3 X 10-18 m/VHz. 

The freqency stabilization system stably operated with the above characterisitcs. Fig-
ure 7.14 shows the stabilized frequency noise alld the frequellcy lloise， when the frequency 
stabilization servo loop is cut (free-run). The frequellcy noise at free-runnillg w出 obtained
by compensenting the stabilized frequency lloise with the loop gain. 
The企 叩e町 noiseis stabilized less thall 0.06 Hz/VHz at 1 kHz as shown ill Fig. 7.14. 

This frequency noise level produces a displacement lloise of 2 x 10-18 m/ V'HZ as calculated 
from Eq.(5.4 7). Also the future improvement of the frequency stabilizatioll servo will attain 
the order of 10-19 m/ VHZ. 

Figure 7.15 shows the frequellcy noise of our laser at free-runllillg ill the frequency range 
from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz. Except power-lille noises alld its harmollics， the frequency lloise 
of the laser is almost the same as the typicallloise of the Nd:YAG laser， which has a 1/ f 
dependency. 

7.2.2 Displacement Noise ofthe Laser Transducer with the Fre-
quency Stabilization 

Figure 7.16 shows the observed displacement noise of the laser transducer without the 
frequency stabilization and the displacement noise ill a cavity length of 10 mm equivalent 
to the frequency lloise of the laser which is calculated from Eq.(5.47). These two noise 
spectra agree very well. It is clear that the sensitivity of the 1部 er仕組sducerwithout the 
frequency stabilizatioll is limited by the frequellcy lloise of the 1ぉerlight. We expect that 
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Figure 7.14: Stabilized frequency noise of the laser: the solid line is the stabilized frequency 
noise， in comparison the dashed line the noise at free-running spectrum of the 1部 er.
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Figure 7.16: Displacement noise spectra of the transducer at free-running: the solid curve 

is the observed displacement noise of the transducer， and the dashed curve calculated one 
estimated from the frequency noise of the laser. It indicates that the sensitivity of the 
transducer is limited by the frequency noise. 
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the frequency stabilization reduces the noise of the transducer. 

The solid curve in Fig. 7.17 shows the displacement noise of the laser transducer with 
the frequency stabilization， and the dashed line the displacement noise without the stabi-
lization. The frequency-stabilized 1節目 reducedthe displacement noise of the transducer， 
although the sensitivity have not been improved as expected from the企equencystabiliza-
tion gain， and the level did not reach the order of 10-18 mj V'HZ. What is the source which 
limits the sensitivity? 
Let us now consider the frequency stabilization system. 
Since the frequency of the 1邸 eris stabilized by utilizing the output beam from the optical 

fiber， phase noise in the output beam from the fiber are expected to be stabilized， unless 
unexpected sudden events induce vibrations on the fiber; accordingly， we canぉsumethat 
the incident beam to the transducer has only the stabilized frequency noise of the order of 
10-18 mjVHZ. 
Strictly speaking， since the frequency stabilization system stabilizes all noises along its 

optical path， for example， the vibrational motions of optical自 ments: matching lens，へ
alignment mirrors， and etc.， if the isolation ratio of the isolation stacks is not good， the 
feedback system of the frequency stabilization might add unnecessaary signals to the laser 
so制 tocancel vibrational noise of such elements. In this case， the laser would have an 
extra noise. However a FP cavity is most sensitive to the phase fluctuation in the cavity， 
thus the noise caused by the optical elements woud be considerably smaller than the seismic 
noise picked by the transducer itself. 
In conclusion， it is reasonable to suppose that noises which limit the sensitivity of the 

l槌 ertransducer紅 egenerated by sources in some part of the transducer. 
Now we wi1l discuss noise sources in detail. 

7.3 Estimation of Noises of the Laser Transducer 

As shown in Fig. 7.17， the displacement noise of the transducer with the frequency stabi-
lization h鎚 at slope from 100 Hz to 3 kHz， and a peak at 4.2 kHz. A resonance in the 

range from 10 kHz to 20 kHz was caused by the servo cntrol of the frequency stabilization，へ
since the feedback control increases the noise in the vicinicity of the UGF inevitably. 

First we wi1l identify the noise source of the peak at 4.2 kHz. 
Figure 7.18 shows the noise spectrum of the transducer ne旬、 4.2kHz. The bandwidth of 

the peak was 6 Hz， and then the quality factor of this resonance is 700. Such a broadband 

reson組 cedoes not originate from a mechanical resouance， because 700 is considerably 
smaller than the expected oues of mechanical components. 
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Figure 7.18: Noise spectrum of the transducer near 4.2 kHz. The resonance peak has a 
quality factor of 700. 

Figure 7.19: Noise spectra of the transdcuer with 31.0 g and 45.6 g in m錨 sof the end mirror 
block. The resonant frequency moved from about 4.2 kHz of a mass of 45.6 g (dashed line) 
to about 5.1 kHz of 31.0 g (solid line). 
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Figure 7.20: Schematic model of the vibration of the end mirror block: the glue (the part 

of wave lines) is regarded as a spring with dissipation 

Thus let us focus on the alminum block mounting the end mirror of the transducer and 
the glue which fixes this block on the antenna. Because the glue (alonealpha 201， ofTOHA 
GOUSE1 Co・，1nc) has a smaller Young modulus of 5.9 x 108 N/m2， than those of metals， 
for example， 7 x 1010 N 1m2 of aluminum， and is時 ardedas a spring as shown in Fig. 7.20， 
which shows a simple model to simulate the situatioll. Did the vibration of the block cause 
such a broadband resonance? 

1 carried out an experiment to check the above. 1 changed the mass of the block from 

45.6 g to 31.0 g. If the glue is regarded as a spring， the resonant frequency would change. 
The result is shown in Fig. 7.19. The resonant frequency moved from 4.2 kHz to 5.1 

kHz， and its quality factor did not change. Moreover， 1 checked the change of the resonant 

frequency in c出 eof an alminum plate with 0.5 mm in thiclmess instead of the alminum 

block. Resonances of the plate， which is regarded as a thin beam， its first， second， third 
resonace， and higher resonances， were clearly observed at 80， 756， 2606 Hz， and higer 
frequencies， respectively. It was confirmed that the peak of 4200 Hz was the vibration of 

the block. 

Whatw出 thesource which caused such vibration? The thermalnoise of the block system 
or seismic noise? 

1n order to estimate the thermal noise of the block system， we must know several infro-

mation: the process of dissipation of the glue， the bonding condition including a thickness 

and an area of the glue， and the motion of the block， etc. 1n reality， however， only limited 
information are clear; the quality factor of the resonance， the resonant frequency， and the 
mass. 
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In case of seismic noise， the ambiguity is similar. The source of the vibration of the 
antenna is regarded出 theseismic noise because of the insu血cientisolation ratio of the 

isolation stacks， and it is considered that the vibraion of the antenna makes the motion of 
the block through the glue as a soft spring. However we know only the resonant frequency 
of the motion and its amplitude. Unless a better sensitivity of the transducer is realized， 
it is impossible to analyze this resonance quantitatively. If the seismic noise is large， it is 
considered that the noise from 100 Hz to about 4 kHz as shown in Fig. 7.21 is caused by 
the seismic noise. Anyway the seismic noise and the performance of the isolation stacks 
shoud be investigated in detail. 
Second， we consider another noise sources whose origin are definite. 
These noise sources are the thermal noises of the doubule pendulum， seismic noise， a 

detector's noise including the shot noise， the noise of electric circuits for the servo control. 
The thermal noises of the double pendulum訂 eexpected to be less than the order of 

10-18 m/../f:iZ at the antenna resonance， unless the quality factors are extremely bad less 
than 1000. The normal setting can make enough quality factors. The thermal noise of the 
pendulum motion， furthermore， depends on j-5/2 at frequencies higher than the resonance 
of the pendulum [46， 47]， about 1.5 Hz， and the thermal noise of the pendulum m部 S

j-1/2 at frequencies lower than the resonance of the pendulum mass， about 24 kHz. These 
frequency dependencies c組 notbe seen in Fig. 7.21. In conclusion， the thermal noises do 
not determine the sensitivity of the transducer. 
The shot noise of an ideal FP cavity with a short cavity length is given by Eq.(5必).

Practically， the imcompleteness of the mode matching， a decrease of reflectivities due to 
the contamination of mirrors， and etc.， inc阿部ethe shot noise. It appears部 thenoise of 
the error signal仕omthe photodetector， Vn; 

九 =Rnh/2e(ι+んet)， (7.7) 

where Rn， is a demodulation gain， e is the electron charge， Idc is the photocurrent in the 
photodetector，組dIdet is the equivalent noise currellt of the photodetector where the power 
of light illもothe photodiode is zero. The term J2eIdc correspollds to the shot lloise and 一

、!2eldetis the lloise of the detector. The actual detector lloise cOllsists of the shot noise and 吋

the noise of the detector， and call be calculated by usillg Eq. (7.7) and the photocurrent 
Idc・
Figure 7.22 shows the measured detector lloiseぉ afunction of the photocurrent， Idc. 

Whell the photocurrent is small， the shot lloise satisfies Eq.(7.7)， while the increase ill 
phoもocurrentgives riseもothe saturation in the photodiode， and ，マ depa巾 frombeing 
proportional to Idc， 

The calculated shot lloise level of the transducer from the photocurrent and the measured 
lloise of the detector are showll ill Fig. 7.21. The shot noise level is 6.5 x 10-18 m//Hi 
and is higher thall the expected level. This is because the mode matching to the TEMoo 
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Figure 7.21: Displacement noise spectrum of the transducer with the frequency stabiliza-
tion. The measured level of the identified noise sources紅 ealso shown. The bold solid line 
showsぬedisplacement noise of出etransducer， the solid circles the stabilized畑 frequency
noise， the long dashed line the shot noise， the short d鎚:hedline the noise of the servo 
宣lter，もhethin solid curve the noise of the detector. The peak at 5.1 kHz is caused by the 
vibration of the end mirror block. 
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Figure 7.22: Measurement of the shot noise.明弓lenthe photoelectric currrent， Idc' is small， 
the noise from the photodetector accords to Eq.(7.7). 

mode w槌 notgood， and the reflected light w錨 increased.Moreover the imcompleteness 
of the mode matching decreases the gain of the FP cavity and increased the noise of the 
detector relatively. The noise of the detector is more than 1 x 10-17 m/v'HZ below about 
7 kHz， and contains also many peaks due to the power-line. 

The filter noise， i.e.， the noise of the servo control circuit， is also shown in Fig. 7.21. 

As shown in Fig. 6.10， it is considered that the filter noise is added at the point after the 
servo filter， then the filter noise is illcreased by the gain of the pendulum. 

All of these noioses are estimated in equivalent to displacement noise and shown in Fig. 内
7.21. However， the sum of them and the noise of the stabilized frequeny does not explain 
the observed displacement noise of the transducer， especially， in the frequency range from 
100 Hz to 4 kHz. The discrepancy suggests that unidentified noise source caused the noise 
泊 thetransd ucer. 

Let us now attempt to discuss the seismic noise. 
In respect to the seismic noise， the displacement noise curve in Fig. 7.7 clearly shows the 
performance of the isolation stack system in a frequency range from 10 Hz to 100 Hz. The 
power of the f民quencydependence is seven if we take the steepest gradient. Since the end 
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mirror of the transducer fixed on the edge of the antenna which is isolated through five 
stages of isolation stacks， its frequency dependence of the transfer functioll becomes five if 
the every stage of stack has relatively low Q as in the case of the present system. Seismic 
noise itself varies with the power of two. Because the suspended mirror of the FP cavity is 
much more isolated by the double pendulum isolation system and比callbe regardedぉ 111

an ideal illertial frame. Therefore， the noise spectrum of the transducer output represents 
the motion of the antenna edge referellced to the inertial frame ill the frequency range 
where the double pendulum suspension system effectively works and the end mirror block 
is firmly fixed. 
Thus， the vibratiollal amplitude of the elld mirror is estimated to be less than 1 x 10-20 

m/VHz邸 IS側 ily倒 rapolatedin Fig. 7.7. Since the vibratioll of the suspended mirror 

is much less th組 theend， there is no possible seismic noise which explains the cause of the 
ullidentified noise fl.oor in this transducer system. Moreover， the frequency dependellce of 
the noise fl.oor is f itself. Therefore， it is reasonable to cOllclude its origin has something 

to do with elctrical noise. However， we have not definately detected yet.. 

Figure 7.23 shows the displacement noise spectrum up to 2 kHz. Some resonance peaks 

are excited. The mechanical components caused these lloises probably. 

Figure 7.24 shows the displacement noise spectrum from 1150 Hz to 1250 Hz. The peak 

at 1184 Hz is of the (2ム1)quadrupole mode of the disk antenna. The amplitude of the 
peak almost coincides with the amplitude of the antenlla Browlliall motioll， i.e.， the thermal 
noise of the antenna: 

( X~rownian-motion) = ，1笠zLomzm-motto 1l:;号 (7.8)
vμω6 

何 2.98X 10-16 [m]. 

Finally let us calculate the performanceof the 1部 ertransd ucer部 agravitational wave 

detector. 
The sensitivity of the 1節目 transduceris about 2 X 10-17 mμHz around the resonant 

frequellcy of the antenna. From Eq.(3.62)， we can calculate the optimum samplillg interval 
7opt， 

70pt 
I (e -l)Qくとる>

2μω0'¥1 
¥1 4μkBT 

0.5782 [sec]， 

and from Eq.(3.63) the effective temperature is given by 

rr 2ω070pt rr 
.L ef f ーゴ否-.L

2.96 [K]， 
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and is about 3 K. Since then the detectable frequency bandwidth is defined [68] as 

ムf同 7L，
470pt 

and the 1節目 tansducercan detect the strain ampltude of gravitational burst waves， 

h r、J 2 X 10-17 Xぷ7
1.3 X 10-17. 

This sensitivty is not su伍cientat all and many improvements must be done. 

q 
N 
Z 

10-1 

E . 
Q) 10一ω 
0 
c 

c 
o 
E 
~ 10-16 
6 

宏
司

10-1 

f(Hz) 

(7.9) 

Figure 7.23: Displacement noise spectrum of the transducer. 

observed at about 1180 Hz. 

The antenna resonace is 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Discussions 

~l.-

1 have developed the disk-type resonanもmassde'もectorequipped with the laser transducer， 
which consists of 也eFP cavity wiぬthe short caviもylength of 10 mm and the super-inver 戸内

FP ca.吋もywith 300 mm  length to achieve the frequency stabilization. The laser transducer 
including the frequency stabilization system has operated continuouly. The m伺 sureme凶 of
the displacement noise of the laser transducer showed noise sources that limit the sensitivity 
ofthe deもector，and made clear remaining problems. 
In this chapもer，1 summarize the results and discuss the problems. 

8.1 Experimental Results 

The perfomance ofもheresonant m.剖sdetector is: 

• The displacement noise of the laser transducer is 2 X 10-17 m/、1HZat the resonant 
frequency ofもhea凶 ennaunder the condition ofもhewell-stabilized frequency less 
也組 0.1Hz/VHz. 

• It is possible to operate the system continuously. The frequency stabiliz抗ionworks 
vety stably for a longもerm. The gain of the FP cavity of the laser transducer， 
however， changes gradually. 

• The noise sources of也el剖 er仕組sdu畑町eidenti五edexcepもfor組問definedone 
in the frequency r組，gefrom 100 Hz to 4 kHz. The vibrational motion of也esystem 
consisting of the glue and出eend mirror block causes a broadband peak， whose 
quality factor is abo叫 700. The shot noise and the noise of出edetector remain 
insu伍cientlevel. 

The resonant m却 sdetector of ICRR can detect a gra.吋tationalwave only when i旬 strain
amplitude h > 1.3 x 10-17• This sensitivity is worse than those of the cryoge凶cdetectors. 

" 
10 

j" 
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There is li悦lechance th抗 ourdetecもorc叫chgravi同tionalwaves， even if the events occurr 
in our Galaxy. Many e:fforts should be doneもoimprove the sensitivity. 

8.2 Present Problems and Possible Improvements 

In this section， let us discuss problems of也.etransducer組 dconsider their solutions. 

Unidentified Noise from 100 Hz to 4 kHz 

The one of the largest problems we must solve isもoidentify the noise source in也efrequency
range from 100 Hz to 4 kHz. Unless也isnoise is reduced， a door to the higher sensitivity 
does no色open. What isもhenoise source? Since electric noises in the servo loop紅 e
identified， vibrational moもionsof mechanical∞mponents and optical elements， especially， 
もheactuator， and也evibration ofもheoutp叫 edgeofぬeoptical五ber紅 eproposed. In 
もhesecaseもhenoise source might be seismic noise. The slow swinging of the antenna， which 
caused by也eseismic noise and isolation stacks might excite higher frequency vibrational 
moもionsof也.esecomponents. 
Another noise sour切 isan unknown electro司 magneticnoise. A signal and feedback cables 

are long 田町 10m， they may pick up such a noise. 
It will be difficult to reduce this noise， when realized， the sensi七ivitywill achieve at the 

level of the sum of the shot noise and the noise of the detedor. 

Isolation 8tacks 

The isolation r叫ioof the isolation stacks seems good. From the noise五gurein the frequency 
region from 10 Hz to 100 Hz也eisolation ratio is e}中ectedto be su伍cientat也eantenna 
resonance frequency. 
The problem of isolation stacks is to cause the inclination of也ea凶ennadisk. They are 

a:ffected by the change of the ambient temperature. The different expansion組 dcontradion 
betwl田 n3 stacks causes an inclination of ぬeantenna iもself.This disturbs the ali伊 ment
of也.elaser b倒 m，and the gain of the FP ca吋ty. Since such gain is conneded to the 
sensitivity，もhealignment of也e1却 erbeam should be controlled to cancel the change of 
temperature should be controlled so as七obe constant always. 
In order to solve this problem 組 dkeep也esensitivity of the laser transducer const組 t，at 

least one alignment per day is n田 ded.A comp凶erc組 doauto-control for this alignment. 
Several time controls per day is出.enpossible， so出品 wecan keep the best alignment， i.e.， 
もhe1却er仕組sducermaintains the best sensitivity. 
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Vibrational Motion of the End Mirror Block 

The next problem is the vibrational motion of也.eend mirror block. The resonant fre-
quency is several kHz and the quality factor is 700， its amplitude at the aI凶ennar田 onan田

frequency is probably large. The sour田 of也isvibration is unclear. Thermal noise of the 
this block system or the seismic noise through出.eisolation stacks? We have 勘右leinfor-
mation to analyze qu組出ativelythis noise， and in orderもodiscuss the noise source the 
sensitivty must be improved so far as obs位 ving出eslope of this reson組 ce.
In ei也ercase， it is conceivableもhata proper glue could reduce the amplitude at the 

anもennaresonance frequency. Since available glues do not differ very much in the property 
of dissipation， we cannot expect dramatic improvement. 
One way to avoid the vibrational mo叫色“ionof the end mir町ro侃rblock is to weld the end 

凶目m。但'rblock w討it也hthea紅組n凶lt旬en凹nna.The qualit勿yfa拭ct色ω伽oぽ，rofthe r悶e伺sonar且l悶 w柄凶illinc悶E問.ea却.seVI町ず拘1紅 g酔e 
and the 紅細nplitudeof ぬ.evibration at the antenna resonance frequency will decrease. In 
this method， however， a install of也eend mirror will be consid世 ablydi伍口lit.The other 〆m
way is to glue the end mirror directly at the side surface of the antenna. In出lSC制 e
the end mirror block is出eantenna itself， and the problem of也.evibrational motion of 
the end mirror block will vanish， while a drastic modific叫ionof也.eoptical elements and 
mechanical components will be needed. 

Shot Noise and Noise of the detector 

The present shot noise and the noise of the detector are bad. The shot noise level is 
6.5 X 10-18 m/ゾHZ，姐dthe noise of the detector more than 1 x 10-17 m/、1HZ.Theぬoも
noise c組 bebe improved by increasing the incident laser power and making the better 
modem杭chingofぬ.e1ωer， and the noise of the detector by the mode matching， too， and 
making the phoもodetectorwith lower noise. 
The mode matching could noもbeimproved. Since也.eincidenもbeamhasぬefine Gaus-

Sl組 distributionand the positions of the optical elernn旬紅.eSUlもable，the aberration of the 
matching lens or the contarnination of也.emirrors which decreases the re:B.ectiviもyof the 
mirrors by power loss of也ebeam and disturbs the TEMoo・Itis better to use new皿hors-
In order to decrease也eshoもnoiseit is the best way to inject a high power beam into 

the FP cavity. To 叫ilizea. high power laser and也.eimprovement of也emode matching 
will achieve a drastic improvement of both noises. 

8.3 Conclusions 

The resonant m却 sdetector equipped with出elaser仕組sducerh回 beendeveloped and 
the long色町田 op位叫ionat room temper抗ureh剖 beenmade possible. As a result， the 
sensitivity 2 X 10-17 ml.../ifi， was achieved. We found a much of the problems that sho出
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F民

be solved in the futre. This sensitivity is not enough to catch bursもeven旬 in出.ecenter 
of our Gala勾・ However，也isresonant m剖 sdeもectorwith the laser transdcuer can work 
for moniもoringlucky events which may oc口立 nearbyour solar system under ∞ntinuos 
operaもionwiもhmoderate maintenance ∞st of money and manpower， iもdoesnot stand alone 
for也isobject， though. 1 hope that people succeed也iswork and improve its sensitivity 
step by s胞p.
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Appendix A 

Circuits for the system. control 

+15V 

900 

+ I 0.01μFlOlJF 

RF signal 

13旬ms

DCSignal 

~.01 

Figure A.1: Phoもodetectorfor the laser transducer 
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33∞pF 

lkil 

Coil driver 

lkil 

Monitor 
output 

1α)()pF 1α)()pF 

Output 
ωcoils 

Figure A.2: Feedback servo for the laser transducer 
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t?) RF signal 

clup coil 
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~.l~F 府内

Figure A.3: Photodetector for the frequency stabilization 

+15V 

RF signal 

L 
圃
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Figure A.4: Photodetector for the frequency stabilization in the antenna tank 
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Figure A.5: Feedback servo for the frequency stabilization 
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lkQ 151pF 

Output to 
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FASTBNC 

Figure A.6: FAST frequency control driver of the 1出 er

-15V 

Figure A.7: SLOW frequency control servo of the 1ぉ er
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Figure A.8: 15 MHz oscillator 
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Figure A.9: Phase shifter 
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Figure A.10: EOM driver 
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Figure A.11: 15 MHz demodulator 
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Figure A.12: Motor driver 
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